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Secretary’s Message
The Department of Education, Sony Corporation Japan and Japan International Co-operation
Agency (JICA) partnership pilot project “Distance Education Utilizing of Live Classroom
Broadcast Telecast” commenced in 2001; its main aim was to support basic quality education
nationwide regardless of where the schools were located.
The outcomes for the pilot project were to:
• create continuous improvement at education institutes
• effectively disseminate curriculum reform model lessons for Grade 7 & 11
• produce competent teachers through preparation and teaching of lessons
• produce transmission of classroom teaching strategies and approaches based on the
reformed curriculum
I thank everyone for their professional leadership in making this project successful. Special
thanks are conveyed to the Japanese Government through Japan International Co-operation
Agency (JICA) and Sony Corporation Japan for their involvement in the dissemination of lessons
to the children of Papua New Guinea through electronic media.
A word of thanks to EMTV, for their partnership of which’ they had allowed the programs to be
transmitted “Free of Charge” to the children in the pilot schools.
Bringing the stakeholders together to the seminar gave them the opportunity to celebrate a
number of things;
1. The trialling of the television broadcast that was successfully completed in the provinces for
almost three years. The trialing of this project was conducted in the four provinces; East
Sepik, Eastern Highlands, Central and Bougainville provinces.
2. The students at the schools in the pilot provinces learnt a great deal from the TV programs
that were broadcasted through EMTV.
3. The electronic method of delivering lessons to different parts of Papua New Guinea is indeed
a reliable means of transmitting organised learning activities for students as well as teachers
to learn.
4. The commitment that various personnel had put in ensuring suitable contents were planned
and shot at model classrooms at Wardstrip Demonstration Primary School and Gordon
Secondary School. These included, Japan and PNG academic teams, the curriculum officers,
PNGEI lecturers, Senior JICA Volunteers – Science specialist, model teachers, program
directors, assistant directors and the National Education Media Centre TV team.
To conclude I can assure all the stakeholders that the department of education will support this
endeavour, as it will provide education to schools that are located in remote areas as well as
urban and semi urban. In the years to come, we will target 320 additional primary schools in the
remote areas. At the same time we will continue to expand and increase the number of subjects
and lessons to be broadcasted.
This is one way to promote the policy on “Education for All”.
I believe that a pilot project such as this will benefit the students at conventional schools as well
as those students who are studying at the CODE Centres.
I would like to remind all parents, Boards of Management, teachers and other partners in
education to take responsibility to ensure that the most remotest schools are reached as it is the
objective of the project to provide access as well as provide quality education and also to
enhance and strengthen the good relationship between the government of Japan and Papua
New Guinea.

PETER.M.BAKI CBE
Secretary for Education
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Distance education by utilizing live recording of classroom
JICA‐Sony Partnership Project (2002 – 2004) aimed to establish effective distance education
system in PNG which suffers shortage of skilled teachers and teaching materials. The
distance education system consisted of the followings.
z Model class lesson at the capital
z Video‐recording and editing of the model class lesson
z Transmission for rural area by satellite and terrestrial
z Reception at remote schools
z Lesson by remote school teacher using TV class lesson contents
During two and half years, totally 1,762 TV‐class lesson contents had been transmitted to
rural areas. The target grade and subjects were as follows.
z Grade‐7
z Science, Social Science
z Grade‐11
z Mathematics, Geography, Physics
The total numbers of participated students and teachers in the TV‐class lessons at remote
schools were
z Students: 5,574
z Teachers: 166

Effects on education
The effects of TV class lesson on students and teachers were demonstrated by several
monitoring activities.
Remote school students:
z Improvements in academic achievements.
Examination scores of Science and Social Science (grade‐7) were higher than that of
conventional classes.
z Improvements in attitudes.
Improvements of students in their attitudes were obvious with questionnaire for
students and observations by teachers, school principals, monitoring experts.
Remote school teachers:
z Improvements in teaching skills and attitudes.
Results of the questionnaire for teachers and observations by school principals and
monitoring experts showed improvements of teachers in their attitudes. It is
conceivable that the remote‐school teachers enhanced their teaching abilities by using
TV lesson contents as a model of teaching.
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Cost‐effectiveness analysis for whole PNG education
TV class lesson system showed cost‐effectiveness in the following conditions.
z Education enhancement through teacher training by TV class lesson
z Introduction of remote school teacher rotation system
These two factors reduce the total cost of distance education. The cost effectiveness of TV
class lessons are obtained essentially by the following factors.
z Excellent effects on teachers in terms of teaching skills
z In‐service training
The remote teachers could improve their skill by teaching in his/her class. No extra
studying and cost is necessary.

Evaluation of the project by stakeholders in PNG
The project performances were evaluated by stakeholders at the final workshop in PNG.
Total 50 stakeholders in PNG answered for the questionnaire. Most stakeholders had very
positive appraisal for this project.
z 84% respondents expected to expand this project activities
z No stakeholder claimed to stop the project activities

By‐product effect of TV‐centric community
It was found that community people gathered in TV class room to watch TV together. It
has several potentials as follows.
z Sustains the function of TV program reception / display (including electric power fee)
z Good relationship between school and community
z Candidate as an efficient message channel from the central to remote

The established distance education system using model‐class recording method would be
applicable in other countries which suffer from educational difficulties like PNG.
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INTRODUCTION

Background
Millennium Development Goals, MDGs are based on the Millennium Declaration adopted
in the United Nations General Assembly held in New York in September 2000 with 189
affiliated country members, and they are also based on the other development goals
adopted in 1990ʹs. The MDGs consist of eight major development goals to be achieved by
2015 as follows.
z Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger
z Improve maternal health
z Achieve universal primary education
z Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria, and other diseases
z Promote gender equality and empower women
z Ensure environmental sustainability
z Reduce child mortality
z Develop a global partnership for development
Education for All (EFA), is also an international commitment first launched in Jomtien,
Thailand in 1990, which was reaffirmed in Dakar, Senegal in April 2000. The first two
were adopted in the eight Millennium Development Goals (MDGs)
z Ensure universal primary education for all children by 2015
z Eliminate gender disparities in primary and secondary education
z Improve early childhood care and education
z Ensure equitable access to “life skills” programs
z Achieve a 50 percent increase in adult literacy by 2015
z Improve all aspects of the quality of education
The execution of the declaration is very significant, however, accomplishments of these
goals should be tough. The following data shows year changes of the net enrolment ratio
in Primary school students (Figure 1) and Primary school completion rate in development
countries (Figure 2), from the UNESCO Institute for Statistics, 2004.
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Figure 1. Year change of the net enrolment ratio in Primary school students in development
countries （The UNESCO Institute for Statistics, 2004)
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Figure 2. Year changes of the Primary school completion rate in development countries
(the UNESCO Institute for Statistics, 2004)

As can be seen in these figures, the progress toward 2015 MDGs are not so smooth. In
these conditions, introduction of ICT (Information and Communications Technology)
shows the lights of a way to achieve these goals. The following is a message by Kofi
Annan, Secretary‐General of the United Nations, in the foreword of the UNCTAD
E‐Commerce and Development Report 2002. “If the world is serious about achieving the
9
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Millennium Development Goal of halving the number of people living in extreme poverty by the
year 2015, ICT must figure prominently in the effort. Everyone – governments, civil society, private
sector businesses – has a vital stake in fostering digital opportunity and putting ICT at the service of
development”. Recently, “ICT4D (ICT for Development)” has become a popular word in
international development field, and a lot of approaches have done for realizing the
impacts of ICT.
Among eight MDGs, education is one of a suitable target for ICT, because education is
essentially based on information and communication. A lot of developing countries suffer
from shortage of qualified teachers and teaching materials, low enrollment rate and large
drop‐out rates. ICT has a great potential to solve these problems. However, it is not so
clear at present how ICT works for developments. Challenges should be done with trials
and tribulations to find appropriate solutions of application of ICT.
Sony Corporation had created and provided new media for people in the world, for
example, transistor radio (1955), home‐use video (1975), Walkman (1979), and Compact
Disk (1980). These challenges for creating new user’s values are essentially based on not
only technology improvements but also designing human‐artifacts interaction system.
ICT challenge for developments is quite simply along with this company’s development
policy. It is also quite valuable for Sony to join ICT4D project in the meaning of
contributing international cooperation. It was also expected that this approach would
offer new good designing hints from our past experiences since stringent conditions make
system concise and to the point. Papua New Guinea was a country which looked for a
solution of education problems by ICT.

Profile of PNG (Papua New Guinea)
PNG is the largest developing country in the South Pacific region which became
independent of Australia on September 16, 1975. PNG was selected as a field research
area for famous study by Ekman, P. and Friesen W. V. (“Constants across cultures in the
face and emotion”, Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 17‐2, 124‐129, 1971).
Their study is to investigate the universality of facial expressions of emotion, so they
should observe people as experimental subjects who had few experiences in Western
cultures. This land was selected because it had been isolated until 12 years before the
publication of their study, 1971. This evidence symbolizes the short history of Western
cultures in PNG.
The followings is brief summary of PNG profiles from the World Factbook 2004 by CIA
(The Central Intelligence Agency in USA).
z Geography
z Area:
z total: 462,840 square km
z land: 452,860 square km
z water: 9,980 square km
z Climate:
z Tropical
z northwest monsoon (December ‐ March), southeast monsoon (May ‐ October)
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z

z

z

z

z slight seasonal temperature variation
z Terrain: mostly mountains with coastal lowlands and rolling foothills
z Natural resources:gold, copper, silver, natural gas, timber, oil, fisheries
People
z Population: 5,420,280 (July 2004)
z Population growth rate: 2.3% (2004)
z Life expectancy at birth:
z total population: 64.56 years
z male: 62.41 years
z female: 66.81 years (2004)
z Ethnic groups: Melanesian, Papuan, Negrito, Micronesian, Polynesian
z Languages:
z Melanesian Pidgin serves as the lingua franca
z English spoken by 1%‐2%
z Motu spoken in Papua region
z 715 indigenous languages ‐‐ many unrelated
z Literacy (definition: age 15 and over can read and write)
z total population: 64.6%
z male: 71.1%
z female: 57.7% (2002)
Economy
z GDP: purchasing power parity ‐ $11.48 billion (2003)
z GDP ‐ real growth rate: 1.4% (2003)
z GDP ‐ per capita: purchasing power parity ‐ $2,200 (2003)
z GDP ‐ composition by sector:
z agriculture: 34%
z industry: 37.7%
z services: 28.3% (2003)
z Population below poverty line: 37% (2002)
z Budget:
z revenues: $954.1 million
z expenditures: $996.8 million, including capital expenditures of $344 million
(2003)
z Electricity ‐ production: 1.496 billion kWh (2001)
z Currency: kina (PGK)
z Exchange rates: kina per US dollar
‐ 3.5635 (2003), 3.8952 (2002), 3.3887 (2001), 2.7822 (2000), 2.5708 (1999)
Communications
z Telephones ‐ main lines in use: 62,000 (2002)
z Telephones ‐ mobile cellular: 15,000 (2002)
z Radio broadcast stations: AM 8, FM 19, shortwave 28 (1998)
z Television broadcast stations: 3 (all in the Port Moresby area)
z Internet users: 75,000 (2002)
Transportation
z Highways:
z total: 19,600 km
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z
z
z

z paved: 686 km
z unpaved: 18,914 km (1999)
Waterways: 10,940 km (2003)
Ports and harbors: Kieta, Lae, Madang, Port Moresby, Rabaul
Airports:
z 559 (2003)

People
The population distribution by age is graphed as follows based on PNG National CENSUS
data in 2000. The median ages appeared in the same source are:
z Males: 18.2
z Females: 19.0
z Average: 18.6
These values are not particularly low compared with the other Pacific Islands countries, but
very much lower than that of advanced countries.

age group

60+

PNG CENSUS 2000

50‐59

females

40‐49

males

30‐39
20‐29
10‐19
0‐9
0

200,000

400,000

600,000

800,000

population

One of the particular characteristics of PNG is the complex nation ethnically and
linguistically. There are about 1,000 people groups and 862 languages. This feature is a
kind of invaluable wealth, however, it sometimes acts as a barrier for collaboration.
Urban area is defined in National CENSUS as an area of population beyond 500 and of
population density beyond 195 per square kilometers. Rural area is defined as all other
area. Almost people live in rural areas.
z Urban area population: 13%
z Rural area population: 87%
Rural area is classified into two areas by DOE (Department of Education): category‐B and
category‐C. The definitions are as follows.
z Category‐B is relatively good in access.
for example: 6 hours or less by driving / 3 hours or less by dinghy
z Category‐C area is difficult in access.
The following data is reported by DOE.
z Category‐A: 23%
z Category‐B: 45%
z Category‐C: 32%
12
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Access
PNG has a lot of difficulties in traffic access. There is no railroad, and driving roads have
not been well developed. Even the capital is isolated from other provinces by roads. The
inconvenient situation in rural areas is well characterized by “Papua New Guinea Rural
Development Handbook” by Hanson, L.W., Allen, B.J., Bourke, R.M. and McCarthy, T.J.
(2001). In this document, access to services is defined as the time taken to travel by foot,
vehicle or boat from the place to the nearest service center. The table shows that 53% rural
area people need beyond 4 hrs travel to get a major service center.
estimated year‐2000
rural population

access to service
very poor

>1 dayʹs travel to a service centre

143,800 (3.6%)

Poor

4‐8 hrs travel to a minor service centre

508,700 (12.6%)

moderate

4‐8 hrs travel to a major service centre

1,496,900 (37.1%)

Good

1‐4 hrs travel to a major service centre

1,578,000 (39.1%)

very good

<1 hrs travel to a major regional centre

305,200 (7.6%)

The electric power supply is also limited to specific areas as shown in the following table.
It shows province dependence of energy sales per person per year (PNG Power LTD: Ten
year power development plan 2003‐2012). Electricity rate of diffusions of urban and rural
areas are as follows.
z Urban area: 59%
z Rural area: 3%
Central *

1804.6

WNB

67.9

Milne Bay

39.0

Gulf

14.1

Morobe

244.5

WHP

63.5

ESP

37.9

Enga

8.8

ENB

132.2

EHP

60.7

WSP

31.3

SHP

8.2

Manus

127.0

NIP

60.2

Chimbu

20.0

NSP

0.0

Madang

108.1

Northern

44.4

Western

19.5

* including NCD (National Capital Distinct).

TV signal receiving is also restricted. TV transmitters of EMTV, which is the only one
commercial TV station in PNG are plotted in the following figure (Figure 3). The electric
power stations are also plotted in the same figure. As can be seen in this figure, the
distributions of these two different facilities are generally close. It is reasonable because
TV reception needs both TV signal and electric power. EMTV also provides satellite
broadcasting, so essentially TV signal could be received in almost the area in PNG, but in
many cases, people should prepare electric power sources, such as gasoline generators and
solar panel systems.
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Electric power stations &
TV transmitters

Electric Power Station

TV Transmitter
(terrestrial)

Figure 3. The locations of TV transmitters and electric power stations in PNG.

Education
PNG has almost enough numbers of elementary and primary schools. The number of
schools is listed in the following table with the number of students and teachers.
schools

student

teachers

student / teacher ratio

Elementary

2,829

240,143

7,005

34.3

Primary

2,727

587,255

15,507

37.9

160
81,691
2,757
29.6
Secondary
(Education statistics of Papua New Guinea 2002, Department of education)

The school enrollment rate is high of 97% (E1 corresponding 7 yeas old) according to the
data reported in 2003. One of the serious problems in education is large drop out rate as
can be seen in the following figure (Education Reform Facilitating and Monitoring Unit,
2002). In this figure, the data of grade‐1 & 2 and grade‐7 & 8 are combined number of
elementary school and primary school or primary school and secondary school because of
education reform mentioned later.
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This graph shows that serious numbers of students come away from schools.
is not well understood, however, the followings could be cited as the reasons.
z Difficulty for parents in school fee payment
z Engaged for working
z Not attractive in joining class for students/parents
z No holding class

The reason

350

350

300

300

250
Fem ale

200
150
100

frequency

frequency

The situation that students dropped‐out of schools return to school was suggested from the
age distribution of the classes. The following figures obtained in this project is the age
distribution of students who took examination for monitoring in 2004 in four provinces in
PNG. The total sample number was 1,711 and statistical analysis mentioned later shows
that the estimated histogram of grade‐7 students in whole PNG is close to the following
figures.

250
Male

200
150
100

50

50

0

0

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28

age

age

School Life Expectancy (SLE) is a concise summary of educational situation which is
defined as “the total number of years of schooling that a child at age 4 can expect to receive
in the future, assuming that the probability of enrolment in school at any particular age is
equal to the current enrolment rate for that age. It indicates the average duration of
schooling, not the number of grades reached. It can also be defined as the average number
of years which a child is likely to spend in the educational system.” (UNESCO, global
education digest 2004, Comparing Education Statistics Across the World).
This table shows that school life expectancy of PNG is relatively low among Oceania
countries.
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Australia

17

Fiji

12

New Zealand

14

Niue

11

Palau

12

Papua New Guinea

6

Samoa

11

Tonga

13

Vanuatu

9

The other problem in education is shortage of skilled teachers. The following table shows
the percentages of certified teachers in PNG (Education Reform Facilitating and Monitoring
Unit, 2001, National Department of Education, “Secondary School Qualitative Indicators”,
April). The research was performed in 11 provinces in 2000. “Certificated” corresponds
to the followings:
z Grade 9/10 teacher: having Diploma for his/her major subject
z Grade 11 / 12 teacher: having bachelorʹs degree for his/her major subject
grade
9th

10th

11th

English

73%

79%

11%

Mathematics

66%

78%

27%

Science

60%

65%

Physics

16%

Chemistry

27%

Biology

25%

Social Science

70%

76%

Geography

18%

History

27%

Education Reform
DOE started Education Reform in 1993 (Education Reform Facilitating and Monitoring
Unit, 2001, 2002). The main features of the education reforms as follows:
z The purpose is to provide relevant education to as many as possible young Papua New
Guineans.
z A new and more relevant curriculum with more emphasis on skills development and
maintenance of diverse cultures.
z Nine years of universal basic education.
z The establishment of community‐based elementary schools that use the community
vernaculars as the languages of instruction.
z Converting community school into primary school and a gradual bridging from
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z

vernaculars to English as the language of instruction.
The doubling of access to grade 9 and 10 and quadrupling of access to grade 11 and 12.

The Educational reform involved the restructure of the formal education system from
pre‐primary level to secondary level. The reform was designed to address weaknesses and
problem areas identified in an official review. The previous structure, 6‐4‐2 had been
characterized by high attrition rates at primary level and a serious access problem at the
secondary level. The new structure is 3‐6‐4 which is able to allow many students to grade
7 and 8, and also in secondary level. Currently, new system runs parallel with the existing
education system. The following table shows both systems. The objectives of Education
Reform include
z all children will have the opportunity to complete nine years of basic education,
z a bridging program from grade 3 to grade 5 into English.
The education reform forces grade‐7 and 8 teachers to teach all the subjects who had been
teaching their major subjects only in old primary school system. Securing qualified grade
7 and 8 teachers is urgent issue in PNG.

Age

grade

new
system

old
system

college

college

22
21
20
19
18

G12

17

G11

16

G10

15

G9

14

G8

13

G7

12

G6

11

G5

10

G4

9

G3

8

E2

7

E1

6

PRE

secondary

national
high school
provincial
high
school

primary
community
school
elementary

5

Brief History
Thailand Distance Education Project
Thailand has very wide border area in the country. In those areas, social infrastructures
were not enough beforetime, and there were sometimes shortage of teachers, especially in
the field of science, mathematics, and foreign languages at the secondary educational level.
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To cover this hard problem and in order to overcome the educational difficulties in
Thailand, the Distance Learning Foundation (DLF) started the distance education program
at Hua Hin under the name of His Majesty the King’s project in December 1995. The
outline of the project is as follows.
z the lesson is performed in the studio class‐room
z the lesson is shot by TV camera
z after simultaneous editing and mixing the lesson uplinked to satellite immediately
z receiving the programs on the TV receiver
z the schools located in the rural sites operate the class lessons.
(Ohsaku, M., 2004. ref. A6‐2003)
There is Distance Learning TeleVision (DLTV) station located at Wang Kailangwon
School (model school), at Hua Hin, conducts live broadcast of primary and secondary
curricula from grade 1 to grade 12 via satellite. The distance education programs are now
prepared from the kindergarten to the university levels, and the DLTV station conducts the
technical matters in this project. The distance learning programs are available within 24
hours through the cable channels of the United Broadcasting Corporation (UBC) public
company from 1998 (Khwankeo Vajarodaya (2003), Distance Learning Foundation,
Distance Learning via Satellite: Life‐Long Learning via Technology). The distance
education system in Thailand is a good model of the new distance education system in
PNG.

Approaches in PNG
z

Establishment of National Education Media Center in 2001

The DOE started the curriculum reform simultaneously with the educational reform. The
Curriculum Development Division (CDD) has been playing a vital role in the design,
production and implementation of the reform curriculum and curriculum materials for
schools. In 2001, the National Education Media Center (NEMC) was established under
CDD by Japan grant aid. The NEMC have been producing audio‐visual materials which
are aligned with the curriculum reform.
z

Live Classroom Broadcast Pilot Project in 2001

The DOE had launched the “Live Classroom Broadcast Pilot Project” in September 2001 at
the Gordon Secondary School. This project was focused on how to effectively use the
Information Communication Technology in PNG since the many places in this country are
isolated and the educational services were not reaching the rural areas. There is also
shortage of teachers in rural areas. The trial science programs were broadcasted during
October 2001.
Before this JICA‐SONY Partnership Project started, academic experts and Sony observed
TV lesson classes and conventional class lessons in central area and remote areas (Goroka
in EHP and Buka in NSP), and interviewed to model and remote school teachers and
students. The results were well reflected in the project design of this JICA‐SONY
Partnership Project.
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z

JICA‐Sony Partnership Project 2002 – 2004

In June 2001, Sony proposed to support the DOE project of distance education, and we
started to support the project through JICA Partnership Program in June 2002. Academic
experts and Sony Field investigation before starting the project. Observation of TV lesson
and non‐TV lesson was performed at central area and remote areas, and also interview to
teachers and students. In this timing, the official project name was changed to “Distance
Education by Utilizing Live Recording of Classroom”.

Purpose of this Project
The overall goal of this project is to improve the quality and access of education in PNG by
applying ICT. This project is a pilot study to investigate the effects of a new education
system using ICT, in concrete terms video recording and transmission. To achieve the
purpose, the following sub‐goals are established.
z Establishment of infrastructure
z Operation of the distance education system
z Verify the effects of this project on education
z Estimate the cost‐effectiveness of the system when it is applied in whole PNG
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CAUTIONARY STATEMENT
The terminologies of “central” and “remote” are commonly used in the field of distance
education. In this project, the words “pilot school”, “pilot teacher”, “pilot student” had
been customarily used. The word “pilot” means “remote” in this case. This usage is
inappropriate and causes misunderstandings. In this document, the author use the word
“remote” as the meaning of contents receiving part, however, there still be inappropriate
expressions in many references about this project.
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FRAMEWORK OF THE PROJECT
Structure of the distance education
Overview
The distance education structure in PNG is shown in the below figure.

Satellite

Transmission

Media Center
TV signal
receiving

editing
contents video

recording
Model School
class lesson

Remote School

TV station
class design
‐ central site ‐

TV class lesson
TV

blackboard
teacher

‐ remote site ‐

The work follow is summarized as follows.
z Class design and preparation
z Term‐lesson plans
z Supported by the curriculum officers and lectures
(CDD, PNGEI, UPNG, UOG).
z Current lessons
z Designed by model school teachers and the Media Center staff.
z Drawing up PC slides (PowerPoint) as occasion demands.
z Supported by JICA senior volunteer (Science).
z Model class lesson
z Grade 7 (primary): Wardstrip Demonstration School at Port Moresby.
z Grade 11 (secondary): Gordon Secondary School at Port Moresby.
z Live recording on video tapes.
z Editing at NEMC.
z Transmitting TV contents
z Recorded video‐tapes are delivered to TV station (EMTV).
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z

z

TV‐model lessons are transmitted with just one week delay from the model
class lesson.
z Transmitted every weekday from 10:20 a.m. to 1:50 p.m.
z Transmitted through both terrestrial broadcast and satellite communication.
z The EMTV commercial television company fully supports transmission.
Receiving at remote schools
z 40 remote schools in Central Province, EHP, ESP, NCD, and NSP.
z Local lessons are performed by remote school teachers using TV lesson
contents.

Class design
Class design and preparation were done by model school teachers and NEMC staff. The
photograph below is a class‐design meeting. The model school teacher (left) and a NEMC
staff (right) were discussing what kind of lesson style was suitable for the Social Science
lesson with a title of “traditional government” next week.

TV class lesson recording
The model school classroom is designed and renovated for kind of TV studio. There are
TV monitor in the front corner of the classroom, and two cameras are operated by
professional cameramen. A sub‐control room is beside the classroom where a director
and his assistant operate switcher and audio mixer. By using headsets, the director and
the cameramen can communicate each other, and the director gives instructions to
cameramen.
The class lesson for students is not different from a conventional class except for using a
microphone when they speak.
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Class room

Cameara‐1
teacher
student

director

Cameara‐2

Sub‐control room
Figure 4. TV‐class lesson recording at Wardstrip primary school

Class room

teacher
student

Cameara‐1

director

Cameara‐2

Sub‐control room
Figure 5. TV‐class lesson recording at Gordon secondary school
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Receiving TV contents and lessons in remote school classes
The following photographs show the equipments required for reception in remote schools.
z

Satellite dish

z

Solar panel system

z

Gasoline generator
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z TV in a mount rack
The TV sets are set in cage type
racks for protection from theft.

At the remote school, the TV classroom had TV sets in the front corners. Initially, two TV
sets were used in one class, however, many schools transferred one TV set to the other
classroom. One TV set is enough for lesson.
The remote school teachers use the TV class lesson contents in their classes. For students,
the lesson is a combination of remote school teacher’s lesson and the TV class contents.
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Location map
The below map shows the location of NEMC and schools involved in the project. The
NEMC production studio and primary/secondary model schools are located in Port
Moresby. 40 pilot remote schools/institutions are selected from/in four provinces: Central
Province, EHP, NSP, and ESP. Each province has different situation such as on traffic assess,
electric power condition, education, and community. We investigated the effects of the new
educational methodology in the wide variety of circumstances.

Wewak (ESP)

Buka
(NSP)

Goroka
(EHP)

Remote schools
(totally 40)
Central

Model school, NEMC, and TV station
at Port Moresby
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Project organization
The implementation organization of this project was Sony, and our counterpart was DOE.
Sony and DOE started an organization, Joint Coordination Committee, which contracted
the basic points such as project purpose and outputs, project activities, evaluation
indicators and so on. Activities of other organization are summarized as follows:
z Sony
z Develop the total project design
z Provide trainings for model teachers and NEMC staff
z Design and install the audio/video equipment for model schools
z Design and install the receiving equipment for pilot remote schools
z Design and renovate the model classroom
z Plan and conduct the Thailand study tours
z Hold the evaluation seminar with stakeholders
z Identify the technical and administration feasibility of distance education by
transmitting live recording classroom
z DOE
z Input proper human resource and required equipment
z Carry on the pilot project
z NEMC
z Record and edit the TV‐model lessons for transmission
z Help model teachers to produce the model‐lesson design and teaching materials
z Model schools
z Assign the model teachers
z Offer the model lesson space (classroom)
z Remote schools
z Teach their students by using the TV class lessons
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Input
Infrastructure (Equipment and Facility renovation)
z

z

Central site
z 1 sets of shooting (2 cameras) and recording system, model‐room renovation for
primary model school
z 1 sets of shooting (2 cameras) and recording system, sub‐control room for
secondary model school
z Computer and scanner for creating teaching materials
z Non‐linear video editing system for NEMC
Remote sites
z 54 set of 29‐inch TV monitor and TV racks with security lock
z TV program receiving antenna system
z Engine generators and solar‐battery systems for no‐electricity rural area
z Two vehicles for smooth transportation of project staff

Human resource input
DOE, JICA, and Sony arranged the human resources as follows.
z Input by DOE
z Project co‐chairman for Joint Coordination Committee
z Project manager from CDD
z 5 model school teachers (one for each subject)
z 40 remote school teachers/facilitators (one or more teacher/facilitator for each
remote school class)
z Curriculum officers from CDD
z Program director from NEMC
z Producers from NEMC
z Engineer assistant staff from NEMC
z Lecturers from PNGEI, UPNG, and UOG (for curriculum‐reform implementation
and advising lesson plans, teaching approaches, teaching materials)
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z
z

Input by JICA
z Expert in MEMC
Input by Sony
z Project co‐chairman for Joint Coordination Committee
z Project Advisor
z Project Coordinator in PNG
z 3 technical engineers
z 3 administrative assistant staff
z 11 distance‐education experts from Universities in Japan
z Data analyst (evaluations and cost‐effectiveness)

Running expenditures
The activities and equipments of the project were funded by JICA‐SONY partnership
project budget and also DOE and JICA.
The below list shows the total expenditure of the JICA‐SONY partnership project.
Unit:
thousand yen

Vehicles, video tapes, production‐equipment cost
10,701
School repair and TV‐rack installation
13,344
Local preparation fee (for training)
1,541
Communication and carriage cost
836
Local transport expenses
3,280
Vehicles and conference‐room cost including rental fee
3,119
Miscellaneous expenses
2,468
(gasoline, car‐maintenance, security, etc.)
Thailand study tour
6,444
Report and photo‐CD printing
2,699
Labor expenses* (including traveling cost)
53,660
Tax
4,905
Recording & editing equipment for secondary model school
12,500
Antennas and solar power system, TV monitors
10,529
Total expenses
126,026
* The labor expenses include manpower and traveling cost of Sony staff and Japanese
academic experts.
* currency equivalents (Exchange Rate Effective Feb. 22, 2005)
Japanese YEN: 1 = PGK: 0.02821 = US$: 0.009481

DOE spent around 531,000 Kina on this pilot project for the PNG stakeholders local travel
expenses and TV monitors for rural remote schools.
JICA expert local budget (around 614,700 Kina) was used for video equipment,
model‐teacher support materials, workshop printing materials, installation of equipment,
etc.
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Management and maintenance of facility and receiving equipment
Each remote school is responsible for management and maintenance of school properties
such as facility and equipment including TV monitor, video cassette recorder, and antenna.
Every school works elaboratively to prevent their equipment from theft with addition of
antitheft locks and barred doors and so on. They also hang curtains on windows for
lightproof use in order to create a good condition for TV class lessons. In addition, the
NEMC staff instructed the teachers how to manage and maintenance the equipment. They
assist the teachers if they have any problem on the equipment.
Some remote schools accumulated fund for equipment maintenance and purchase of new
equipment by way of making television accessible to community. Communities watch
news, current affairs, education programs and sports with the school TVs. The detail will
be mentioned later.

Supplementary activities
Trainings
The distance education has been utilized in PNG since 1960’s, and DOE provided school
radio broadcast program until to date. However, the distance education by use of video is
the first attempt for DOE. Several trainings were provided to teachers and engineer staffs
since the model teachers and engineers were required to acquire expert knowledge for
producing the educational video programs. The remote school teachers also needed to
know how to effectively use the TV class lesson contents in the remote site lessons and how
to operate the signal‐receiving equipment.
Sony engineer and Japanese
distance‐education experts cooperated in the trainings as lecturers.
Trainings for model school teachers and NEMC staffs
z Computer training (2003)
z For model school teachers
z Instructed by Sony engineer
z Basic computer Operation, Visual Software (Power Point) Operation, special know‐how for
educational programs Examination (for students)
z Video production training (2003)
z For NEMC producers and engineers
z Instructed by Sony engineer
z Digital video‐equipment operation, studio shooting skill, technical know‐how for shooting
educational programs
z Technical workshop (2003)
z For NEMC producers and engineers
z Instructed by academic experts
z Special techniques for recording educational programs
z Technical training (2003)
z For model school teachers
z Instructed by academic experts
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z Instructional skills and method for developing the teaching materials
z Maintenance training ‐ I (2004)
z For NEMC producers and engineers & EMTV engineers
z Instructed by Sony engineer
z Maintenance and management skill for digital cameras and video recorders, digital‐video
basic knowledge
z In‐service training (2003)
z For model school teachers
z Instructed by academic experts
z Teaching skill for TV‐model lessons
z Maintenance training ‐ II (2004)
z For NEMC producers and engineers
z Instructed by Sony engineer
z Maintenance and overhaul training of digital cameras and video recorders
Trainings for remote school teachers
z Facilitator Training (2003)
z For remote school teachers and facilitators
z Instructed by academic experts
z Usage of the TV lesson in the local classes, development of teaching skills
z Technical workshop (2004)
z For remote school teachers and facilitators
z Instructed by NEMC staff and JICA expert
z Daily and periodic maintenance of equipment, VHS‐tape management, theory of
transmission, practical session (connector making)

Thailand study tour
The distance education program of Thailand is a good example for the distance education
project in PNG, which was mentioned in the “Introduction”.
With the kind cooperation of the DLF (Distance Learning Foundation), we observed the
model schools and remote schools thrice. Each study group learned accumulated
know‐how of the distance education from the observation and interview with their
counterparts.
Participants and objectives of the study tour are as follows.
z Study tour ‐ I (2003)
z Project manager, DOE officer, provincial education head
z Study of management and organization know‐how of the Thailand distance‐education
project
z Observation of the model schools, remote schools, and DLTV (Distance Learning
Television station) broadcast station
z Study tour ‐ II (2003)
z DOE officer, Social development welfare officer, professor from UPNG
z Observation of the model schools, remote schools, and DLTV broadcast station
z Study of literacy education and possibility of TV educational‐program use beyond
primary/secondary education
z Study tour ‐ III (2004)
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z
z
z

NEMC director and producers, CDD officer, primary model teachers
Observation of the model schools, remote schools, and DLTV broadcast station
Observation of the each production process (preparation of teaching materials,
shooting and editing, uplink to satellite), and interview with the Thailand
model teachers and production engineers.

Evaluation and analysis
Some evaluation activities were performed as important activities by PNG monitoring team,
Japanese academic team, Sony, and other stakeholders in order to evaluate the educational
effects and impact of the project.

Evaluation of educational effects
Several kinds of evaluations were performed.
z Methods
z Examination (for students)
z Questionnaire (for students, teachers, and school principals)
z Observation (for student and teachers)
z Examiners
z Monitoring team in PNG
z Academic team in Japan
z Sony
The detail of evaluation will be described in the following session.

Evaluation of the project by stakeholders
The final workshop was held on 29th and 30th, Nov., 2004 at Port Moresby, PNG for making
the project’s outputs popular in PNG. The participants include 80 stakeholders in PNG.
Questionnaire survey was performed to obtain quantitative data concerning to appraisals
of this project by them. Questionnaire answers were obtained from 50 numbers of PNG
participants. The timing of the survey, just after the workshop, was the best because all
the participants had understood the details of this project. The detail of evaluation will be
described in the following session.

Evaluation of the training effects
The trainers have their own examinations and questionnaires to evaluate the training
performances. The brief summary will be described in the following session.
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Cost effectiveness analysis
This project was originally designed as a pilot study to investigate the effects of this new
distance education system in PNG. When this system is desired to expand to whole PNG,
the total cost estimation and also comparison of its impacts with the other methods should
be done. This study is the first attempt to discuss the feasibility of TV class lesson system
for whole PNG education.
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ACHIEVEMENTS
TV class lesson ‐ achievements ‐
The achieved subjects of TV class lessons are summarized as follows.
z In 2002
z Grade‐7
z Science
z Social science
z Grade‐11
z Mathematics
z Geography
z In 2003
z Grade‐7
z Science
z Social science
z Grade‐11
z Mathematics
z Geography
z In 2004
z Grade‐7
z Science
z Social science
z Grade‐11
z Mathematics
z Geography
z Physics
The number of on‐aired TV class lesson programs during this project term (June 2002 to
December 2004) was total 1,762. The individual year achievements are summarized as
follows.
z In 2002
z 568 programs (produced & on‐aired)
z In 2003
z 571 programs (produced & on‐aired)
z In 2004
z 623 programs were on‐aired.
z 310 programs were newly produced.
z 313 programs were the reused from the archived programs ‐ mathematics and
geography (2002 or 2003)
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The following table summarizes the on‐aired TV class lesson programs.
Year

2002

2003

2004

Grade

Subject

Number of
on‐aired programs

7

Social Science

143

7

Science

140

11

Mathematics

172

11

Geography

113

2002 Total

568

7

Social Science

143

7

Science

141

11

Mathematics

144

11

Geography

143

2003 Total

571

7

Social Science (re‐use:12)

111

7

Science (re‐use:12)

112

11

Mathematics (all re‐use)

144

11

Geography (all re‐use)

145

11

Physics

111

2004 Total

623

3 years Total

Table 1.

1,762
Target subjects and number of on‐aired TV lessons

TV class lesson contents
The TV class lesson video contents had been developed during the project period so as to
be optimized for using at remote school classes. The established stile of the TV class
lesson contents is also a great achievement as well as the program number of 1,762..

TV class lesson contents –elements‐
The TV class lesson video contents were optimized for remote school lesson being effective.
The contents consist of several elements such as recorded video and teaching materials.
The followings are typical elements used in the TV class lessons. (The below elements were
samples from science class and social science class).
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z

Outline of Today’s lesson

z
z
z
z

z

Summarized in one slide
Topic / sub topic
Textbook page
Required teaching materials

Greeting at the beginning and the end

z

from model school teacher
z for model school students
z for remote school students
z from model school students
z for model school teacher
In reception period in remote school, remote
school students answer a salute for the model
school teacher.
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z

Model school teacher’s activities in recorded video
z Explanation
z Question
z Answer
z Leading

z

Model school student’s activities in recorded video
z Use a microphone
z Question
z Answer
z Comments
They communicate each other
conventional way as an usual class.

z

in

a

Teaching materials

z
z
z

Figure
Illustration
Photo
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z

z

z

Activity

z
z

Displayed in slide
Activity usually is question for students

z

Displayed in slide or telop

z
z
z

with one slide
textbook page
required teaching materials

Model answers for teacher question

Outline of next TV lesson point
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TV‐class lesson contents – procedure –
TV class lesson video typically consists of the following elements. Remote sites teachers’
activities are well performed in the question time called as “activity”. They, of course,
essentially can interrupt the lesson by muting the TV audio.
z Outline of Today’s lesson point
z Topic, and sub topic, textbook page, required teaching materials in one electric
slide
z Recorded model‐lesson video
z Model school teacher, and the teacher’s explanation, and model school students
z Teaching materials
z Figures, illustrations, photos
z Laboratory instruments (Science class)
z Questions
z By electric slide or Telop insertion
z Answers by model school teacher
z By electric slide or Telop insertion
z Direction of activity
z By electric Slide
z Model answers for teacher question
z By electric slide or Telop
z Outline of next TV lesson point
z textbook page, required teaching materials in one electric slide
The following figure is a schematic view of the procedure if a typical TV class lesson
contents.

today’s
today’s
topic
topic

greeting
greeting

explanation
explanation

TV
TV
monitor
monitor

black
black
board
board
teacher

printed
material
experimental
equipment

question
question
students

answer
answer

greeting
greeting
outline
outline of
of
the
the next
next
lesson
lesson
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TV class lesson – at remote school classes –
Pilot institutions
In this project, total 40 educational institutions in four provinces were involved. The pilot
program‐receiving institutions consist of primary schools, secondary schools, a Primary
Teacher’s College, College of Distance Education (CODE) Centers, and a University Open
Campus.
z Number of students who participated in the TV‐class lessons: 5,574
z Number of remote school teachers who participated in TV‐class lessons: 166

Daily operation and management
In order to incorporate the TV‐model lessons into remote school lessons, the remote‐school
teachers at first adjust local timetable to the on‐air schedule of the TV model lessons. And
the remote‐school teachers prepare for individual daily TV class lessons and also add
additional explanations and practices. The followings are usual operation by teachers for
the TV class lessons.
z

z

z

Before watching the TV lesson, the remote school teachers prepare the following
points:
z Research the topics for the TV lesson and teaching points.
z Check the monitor status (reception status)
z Write the topic and element on board
During the TV lesson, the remote school teachers do the followings
z Elaborate on the model teacher’s explanation/question/answer
z Take notes on the black board for the students to copy
z Motivate and Keep the learning‐environment lively
z Help the student activities
After watching the TV lesson, pilot teacher/facilitator
z Give questions to the students about what they learned
z Add explanations on the teaching point
z Ask students to complete incomplete task as homework etc.
z Check the next day’s lesson and key phrase

The remote school teachers had developed their skills how to effectively interact their
students in the presence of the TV class lesson contents. They fully understands the
procedure of the TV class lesson contents, so they know good timing points in which
they could communicate with their students. Sometimes they intercept the TV class
lesson contents by using a function of muting as occasion demands.
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Reference guidebooks
For remote‐school teachers
The TV class lesson contents were designed with high attention on the remote school
students and also teachers, and they were expected to be used effectively in the remote
schools. NEMC provided each remote school with the “Pilot school Teachers Hand book”.
The handbook show the remote school teachers how to effectively use the TV class lesson
content in their local lessons as well as how to motivate the students. The handbook also
include the lesson plan schedule (for some subjects) and technical information such as
setup and maintenance of the signal‐receiving equipment.

Risk management by Japanese stakeholders
Sony prepared risk management flow, and it is attached in the ANNEX‐X.
for travelers (stakeholders) from Japan.

It is very useful

Vehicle usage guideline
For effective and safe use of vehicle purchased for this project, Sony prepared the vehicle
usage guideline (attached in the ANNEX‐ XI).

Project reports
As for the project activities and investigations, the several reports were issued by DOE,
Sony, NEMC, experts of universities in Japan, and education department of remote
provinces.
<Sony and expert team>
z Tokuji Hayashi, Chieko Seta, Jyunji Shibasaki, Masa Taguchi, Ryo Takaoka (2002),
Research & Evaluation Report
z Masami Yoshida, Shunichi Yamashita (2003), Shooting Skills in a Distance Education
Classroom
z Masaru Ohsaku, Chieko Seta (2003), Report of Experts and Educators Meeting for
Project Monitoring
z Masaru Ohsaku (2003), Report of Project Monitoring Research
z Shunsuke Yoshida (2004), Chieko Seta, Report of Facilitatorsʹ Training, August 2003
z Masami Yoshida, Jatuphat Yoshida (2004), Instructional Skills in Distance Education
z Masaru Ohsaku, Keiko Hayashi, Report of technical training program ‐ ʺHow to make
TV programs for secondary school pupils and how to record them on the video
tapes” (2004)
z Tokuji Hayashi, Chieko Seta, Shibasaki Jyunji, Takaoka Ryo (2004), Report of Final
Evaluation Mission
z Chieko Seta (2004), Report on PNG Research Study about Effectiveness of Live TV
Broadcasting Class
z Masami Yoshida, Masaru Ohsaku, J.Shibasaki, M.Takuji, Ryo Takaoka (20004), Visual
Data of Project Activities
z Masami Yoshida, Masaru Ohsaku, Ryo Takaoka, Shunich Yamashita (2004), Visual
data Vol.2
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<DOE, NEMC>
z Paul Mungul, Akinori Ito, Hatsi Mirou, Live Classroom broadcast pilot project
proposal
z DOE (2002), Pilot Project Progress Report 2002
z Hatsi Mirou, Akinori Ito, Otto Warangian, James Agigo, Gomara Tarube (2002), Project
Progress Report 2002
z DOE (2003), Distance Education ʺUtilizing Live recording of Classroomʺ
z NEMC (2004), Pilot School Teachers Handbook 2004
z Pilot Project Working Committee Team‐2004 (2004), Third country Training
Programme At Wang Klaikangwon School and Distance Learning Television Station,
Hua Hin, Thailand, Training Report
z NEMC (2004), Shooting Skills in a Distance Education Classroom
z Gomara Tarube (2004), Goroka Pilot Project Service and Technical Report
z Gomara Tarube (2004), Wewak Pilot Project Service and Technical Report
z Audio Visual Teaching Method which except TV, PC and audio‐visual aids & The
education which utilized AV‐aids Lecture Support Material
z James Agigo, 1st Monitoring Report on Distance Education Utilizing Live Classroom
<Remote schools/provinces>
z Central province, Eastern Highlands province, Bougainville, East Sepik Province
(2003), Pilot Schools Inservice Package
z East Sepik Provincial Administration Division of Education, Progress Report East
Sepik Province
z Department of Bougainville, Division of Education (2004), Bougainville Provincial
Report
z Pilot School Report (2004) ‐‐ Eastern Highlands Province 1, 2, 3
Publications:
z Godfey Yerua, Stephanie nakatt, Akinori Ito, Open & Distance Learning for
Sustainable Development, SEAMOLEC‐UT International Seminar Jakarta, Indonesia,
September 2‐3, 2004 (2004)
z Mikio Kamada, Hiroshi Shimomura, and Yoshitaka Shibasaki, ʺPNG Distance
Education, Classroom recordingʺ, Pacific Telecentre Workshop, Brisbane, Australia, 1‐3
Dec. 2004.
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EVALUATIONS
Several evaluation surveys were performed on the following project activities.
z

z
z

Effects on education
z Students activity
z Academic achievement
z Attitude
z Teacher activity
z Teaching skill
z Attitude
Project performance
Based on a questionnaire survey in the final workshop for stakeholders in PNG
Training performance

EFFECTS ON EDUCATION
Evaluation of education effects
Several surveys were performed to investigate the effects of TV class lesson on students
and teachers. Examination of Science and Social Science for grade‐7 students was
performed in 2002, 2003, and 2004 to investigate the effects on academic abilities of
students. Questionnaire survey and interview were performed for students, teachers, and
school principals to know the effects of TV class lessons. Questionnaire sheets are in
ANNEX‐IV‐VIII. Observation by monitoring team was also performed to evaluate the
student‐activities and the performance of teaching. The activities of surveys are
summarized in the following table (Table 2).
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No.
Year

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

2002

2002

2002

2002

2002

2003

2003

2003

2003

DOE
A13‐
2002

Hayas
hi
A34‐
2004

Examination1
Questionnaire2
Method

Observation
Student
Teacher

Object

Contents
Student
Teacher
Principal

Assessor

Monitoring team
NCD
Central
EHP
NSP

Province

ESP

number

94

Author
Reference
number
No.
Year

684

DOE
A13‐
2002

DOE
A13‐
2002

DOE
A13‐
2002

DOE
A32‐
2003

DOE
A32‐
2003

Agigo
A33‐
2003

Agigo
A33‐
2003

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

2004

2004

2004

2004

2004

2004

2004

2004

303

9

349

24

Seta
A12‐
2004

Seta
A12‐
2004

Shibasaki
A11‐
2004

Shibasaki
A11‐
2004

Examination

1

Questionnaire2
Method

Observation
Student
Teacher

Object

Contents
Student
Teacher
Principal

Assessor

Monitoring team
NCD
Central
EHP
NSP

Province

ESP

number
Author
Reference
number

NEMC

17
Shibasaki
A11‐
2004

SONY

Hayashi
A34‐
2004
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Table 2. Summary of the activities of surveys in this project
Notes;
Examination1: grade 7, Science & Social Science
Questionnaire2: including interview

A lot of surveys had been performed, and some results are similar. In this document, the
author organizes these data in a comprehensive way and also tries to combine several
results to find hidden concealed essences. The description is focused on the main findings
among the studies. The analysis described in this document is mostly performed by the
author, and the other’s analysis will be appeared with citing the reference.

Main findings about students
Examination scores
Examinations of Science and Social Science for grade‐7 students were performed in 2002,
2003, and 2004. The list of target schools and the examinations in 2004 are appeared in
ANNEX‐I and II. The questions were created based on the tests in a model school, which
was along with the school textbooks not with the contents of TV class lesson. The
examinations in 2002 and 2003 are not significantly different from that of 2004. The total
examinees were 819 female students and 892 male students in 2004.
The following tables (Table 3) compare the class‐averaged scores of examinations at all
schools which provide both TV class and conventional class. Statistical analysis of t‐test
was performed to compare the difference between the averaged values of TV class and
conventional class, and the levels of significance obtained are appeared in the table.
Note: The t‐test is a statistical analysis method for testing whether the difference between two averaged
values is significantly different from zero.

Science
TV class

Conventional
Class

Difference

Level of
significance

2002

28.43

26.35

+2.08

0.014 *

2003

24.83

23.32

+1.50

0.255

2004

25.26

22.97

+2.28

0.003 **

Social Science
TV class

Table 3.

Conventional
class

Difference

Level of
significance

2002

32.95

30.11

+2.84

0.030 *

2003

35.05

33.32

+1.73

0.170

2004

34.73

31.61

+3.12

0.017 *

Examination score average over a class Grade‐7 Primary School （2002‐2004）
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This result indicates that
z The averaged score of TV class is higher than that of conventional class for both
subjects of Science and Social Science and for all years,
z The differences in 2002 and 2004 are statistically significant (within 5%).
In Figure 6, the examination scores averaged over a class grade‐7 Primary School are
graphed by schools. The target data was selected among data listed in ANNEX‐III on
condition schools containing TV class and conventional class. The averaged score of TV
class is higher than that of conventional class in almost schools with some exceptions.
This result indicates that the superiority of the TV class in examination score shown in
Table 3 is applicable to almost schools. These findings demonstrate that TV class lesson
has statistically‐significant positive effects on academic abilities of students.
The origins of this effect have not been fully clarified by the evaluation data obtained in this
project. The possible origins are as follows.
z TV class contents itself directly affects on academic abilities of students.
z TV class lesson enhanced student’s motivation for studying.
z With interests in TV class lesson
z With stimulation by model school students and teachers.
z TV class lesson affects on teachers’ skill up which lead student’s improvements.
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Figure 6.
Examination score average over schools, TV class and conventional class (Grade‐7, 2002‐2004).
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Examination scores ‐ supplementary information ‐
The remote school students involved in this project are 5,574 in three years. The
knowledge concerning to distribution of these target student’s set is important in analyzing
educational effects. In this paragraph, distributions of examination score in 2004 are
examined in the view points of age, gender, and area.

Age dependence

350

350

300

300

250
Fem ale

200
150
100

frequency

frequency

Already mentioned in the introduction, the age of examinee‐students is widely distributed
as shown in the following figure and table (Table 4).

250
Male

200
150
100
50

50

0

0
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28

age

age

Number
Average
Standard deviation
Female
819
14.68
1.48
Male
892
14.85
1.87
Table 4. The age of grade‐7 examinees in 2004 (Science, N‐1,711)

This large age‐distribution is considered as a result of losing opportunity to attend the
appropriate year class. Because this age difference might cause effects on academic
abilities, the age‐effects should be carefully examined. The results are as follows.
z No correlation between examination score and age:
z Correlation coefficient; r = ‐0.01 for Science (N=1,711)
z Correlation coefficient; r = ‐0.07 for Social Science (N=1693, fimale:805, male: 888)
z No significant gender dependence on age distribution
z No significant area (province) dependence on age distribution
These results show that this age distribution has no significant contribution on the
following analysis. This data is also valuable in estimating the age distribution of school
students in PNG. The 95% confidence intervals of the average age (grade‐7) are as
follows.
z Female: 14.57 ‐ 14.79
z Male:
14.71 ‐ 14.93
This result indicates that the age distribution of whole PNG grade‐7 students is very
similar to this data shown in Figure 4.
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Gender dependence
Gender inequality in education is one of the worldwide important issues. The author
examined the obtained data in the viewpoint of gender difference. Gender difference
might also be a valuable index to study the detail of educational situations in PNG. In the
following figure (Figure 7), the examination scores averaged over a class Grade‐7 Primary
School in 2004 are plotted. The circle and square correspond to Science and Social Science,
and blue and red correspond to TV class and conventional class respectively.
50
○ S cience / □ S ocial S cience

TV class / conventional class

female‐score

40
30
20
10
0
0

10

20

30

40

50

m ale‐score
Figure 7.
Distribution chart of male and female scores of Science and Social Science in 2004 (grade‐7)

The scores of female students and male students are not significantly different. The
correlation coefficient of two kinds of scores is high, 0.88 (N=94, the 95% confidence
interval is from 0.83 to 0.92). The averaged scores of male students are higher than that of
female’s score. Statistically significant difference is appeared only in Science with a level
of significance of 0.011 (t‐test) as shown in Table 5.

Science

male
average

female
average

difference

level of
significance

23.38

22.39

0.98

0.011

Social Science
32.23
31.82
0.41
0.444
Table 5. The averaged values of examination performed for grade‐7 students in 2004.
Gender difference in Science achievement is worldwide well‐known fact. The Science
Achievement of 8th grade in 64 countries shows that male‐student achievement is higher
than that of female‐students, in which 32 countries data’s differences are statistically
significant (Science Benchmarking Report TIMSS ‐8th grade). The difference found in this
study is taken along the worldwide fact. In conclusion, no clear gender dependence was
observed in the academic abilities of students.
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Area dependence
In the following figure (Figure 8), the examination scores averaged over a class grade‐7
Primary School in 2004 are plotted by provinces. The target data was selected among data
listed in ANNEX‐III on condition schools containing both Science and Social Science data.
ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) resulted in a difference between provinces within levels of
significance less than 0.001 in both Science and Social Science. Multiple comparison using
Tukeyʹs Honestly Significantly Different (HSD) test shows the following results.
z For both Science and Social Science
z The averaged score of NSP is lower than EHP, ESP, and NCD within the level of
significance of 0.05
This figure also shows a tendency that province with higher Science score has higher Social
Science score. Actually, the correlation coefficient of the scores of Science and Social
Science is considerably high: 0.82. The difference of academic abilities between provinces
is overall not subject‐specific.

50

2004 examination province average score

45
40
35

Score

30
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5

Scie nce
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0

Central NCD

EHP

NSP

ESP (Province)

Figure 8. The averaged examination scores by provinces
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Attitudes of students
Questionnaire survey for students
The following figure summarizes the results of questionnaire survey performed for
primary school students (N=275) by Shibasaki, J. and Takaoka, R. in 2004 in NSP and EHP
(ref. A11‐2004 ). The questionnaire sheet is appeared in ANNEX‐IV. The data source is
the same as ref. A11‐2004, and the following result is independently compiled by this
author. The below is the answer summary of the question, “How do you think about TV
Broadcast class?”.
Q7 How do you think ab out TV Broadcast class?

Iʹm looking forw ard to attend TV class
I w ant to study more after TV class
Strongly agree
It is easy for me to understand TV class

Somew hat agree
Rarely agree

I feel early to end for TV class

Never agree

I can concentrate on TV class
I enjoy TV class
0

50

100

150

200

250

300

frequency

This data indicates that remote school students enjoy TV class lessons and have high
motivation to the class.
The answer summary of the question, “Q8‐1. In which class do you study better, TV
Broadcast class or ordinary Non TV class?” is as follows.
z TV class: 204
z Conventional class: 80
(Total: 275. There were students who answered for both TV class and conventional
class)
The details of their impression about TV class lesson are appeared in their free descriptions.
The author listed remarkable comments below.
z Q8‐1 “In which class do you study better, TV Class or Ordinary Non TV Class?”
z Q8‐2 “Why?”
z <Answer = TV class>
z Because the model teacher explain the things properly and I understand it very well.
z Because the model class teachers explain things better than the Non TV class teachers
z Because I enjoying to watch many experiment in science lessons.
z Because it help me about many things I never done in my life and never see in my life and
rarely help me about my school.
z <Answer = conventional class>
z Because I have more time to study.
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z
z

Because sometimes I do not get enough notes. The TV is very fast and I do not understand
what the model teacher is teaching.
Because sometimes when we want to get note from broadcast they just jump on next topic.

z

Q9‐1 “What is the good points of TV class for you?”
z Model class has instruments to conduct experiments and the model teachers prepare
interesting and enjoying lessons.
z Good experiment.
z It is good because we are learning the thing that and teacher do not teach us.
z The good point is that the teacher in the TV explains things properly.
z Good and nice summary.

z

Q9‐2 “What is the bad points of TV class for you?”
z Sometimes the lessons are too fast.

z

Q 9‐3 “What is the good points of ordinary Non TV class for you?”
z The ordinary non TV class is good because we all take part in the lesson.
z We can ask questions to the teacher if confused.
z We have lotʹs of time to do our work
z The teacher explain it very well.

z

Q9‐4 “What is the bad points of ordinary Non TV class for you?”
z Not enough material to do experiments.
z The teachers do not make experiment.
z We do not have enough text book.
z Teachers do not explain properly.
z Sometimes the teacher will not present in his or her lesson period

Seta, C. also performed questionnaire survey for 229 remote school students in Central
province and NCD in 2004 (ref. A12‐2004). The questionnaire sheet is attached in ANNEX‐V.
The following figure briefly summarizes the results (percentage of “YES” or “TV class”)
which were independently compiled by this author.
Wo uld y o u like to study in TV Class in the future g rade ?

Do y o u think TV Class has he lpe d y o u impro v e y o ur
Exam M ark?
Do y o u think TV Class has he lped y o u understand the
subje c ts?
TV c lass
In whic h c lass do y o u study be tte r, TV Class, o r

TV c lass %

Ordinary No n‐TV Class?

c o nv e ntio nal c lass

Do y o u like TV Class?
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Almost answers are positive to TV class lesson. Only the percentage of “TV class” for a
question “In which class do you study better, TV Class, or Ordinary Non‐TV Class?” by
conventional class students is relatively low, 43.8%. They answered the other questions
with high percentages of “YES”, which suggests the favorable impression to TV class
lesson, however, they lowered the percentage for a comparison question between TV class
and conventional class. The reasons for this low percentage are estimated by free
descriptions for the following question “Please tell the reason why.” Fifty conventional
class students who answered “Non TV class” for the question wrote statements as the
reasons. Some answers (17) pointed the advantages of conventional classes:
z Because I study very well in ordinary Non‐TV class
z Because teachers watch and come and take us
Some answers (15) pointed the disadvantages of TV classes
z Because they are too fast in teaching TV lesson
z Because in the TV class you always rash to copy before the TV changes
There were several questionnaire surveys monitoring including the survey mentioned
before. The annual change of the answers to the question, “In which class do you study
better, TV class or Ordinary Non TV class?” is compiled in the list below.
TV class

Conventional
class

2002

46%

2003

63%

Year

2004

54%

Sample
number
N=94

Central, EHP

2*1

47%

N=684

EHP,NSP, ESP

8*2

Province

N=390
71%
22%
Central, EHP, NSP
2: Remote primary schools (ref. A13‐2002)
*28: Primary & secondary schools (ref. A33,2003)
*311: Remote primary school students (N=115, ref. A12‐2004)
*413: Primary school students (N=275, ref. A11‐2004)

Survey.
No.

11*3 & 13*4

*1

Figure 9 shows that TV class lesson is well accepted to students year by year. Because the
students in the three years are different, this progress should be caused by improvements
of remote school teachers and/or TV lesson contents over the years.
100%
90%

TV class

80%

conventional class

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
2002

2003

2004

Figure 9. Annual change of the answers to the question, “In which class do you study better,
TV class or Ordinary Non TV class?” compiled from 4 surveys.
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Questionnaire survey for teachers on student activities
Questionnaire survey was performed for the teachers about student activities by Shibasaki,
J. & Takaoka, R. in NSP and EHP in 2004 in ref. A11‐2004. The 15 teachers among 16
primary school teachers answered “YES” to the question, “Do you think your students like
TV class?”. In addition, for the question, “What is the good point of the TV class lesson
for your class?”, 14 teachers among 24 primary/secondary teachers mentioned about
students’ improvements in their attitudes. These findings are consistent with the data
obtained by the questionnaire survey for students.

Questionnaire survey for school principals on student activities
Questionnaire targeting 17 school principals in Central province (4 schools), EHP (6), and
NSP (7) were performed in 2004 by Kamada, M. and Shimomura, H. The questionnaire
sheet is attached in ANNEX‐VII. The following figure (Figure 10) shows the total number
of answers for the question, “From education view point, what is the most outstanding
benefit of the TV classroom lessons?” where multiple answers were allowed.

attitude
NSP
communication w ith teachers

Central
EHP

examination score
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

frequency

Figure 10. The total number of answers for the question, “From education view point, what
is the most outstanding benefit of the TV classroom lessons?”

Numbers of school principals (76%) selected “student‐attitude” as “the most outstanding
benefit of the TV classroom lessons”. The point of “communication with teachers” is also
high (47%). On the other hand, the point of “score” is relatively low, only 18%. The
average examination scores of TV class is higher than that of conventional class as
mentioned above, however, this effect is not so strongly recognized by school principals.
The other feature shown in this figure is zero score of “examination score” in NSP. As a
matter of fact, NSP schools joined this project one year later than the other schools.
Shortage of pilot period might be the reason of this feature.
Agigo, J., reported the effects on 684 student’s attitudes in 2003 (ref.A33‐2003) in Central
province, EHP, ESP, and NSP. In this evaluation, assessors were teachers (74), provincial
advisors (4), and principals (31). The followings are important results.
z Student participation
z Practical work (involvement)
“very good” (54.1%)
z Student certainty (questions)
“good” (40.5%)
z Evidence of learning (response)
“very good” (62.2%)
z Student attitude for TV lesson
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z
z
z

More than 90% of assessors agreed “like and enjoy TV lessons”
63.1% of assessors agreed “studying better in TV lessons”
More 80% of students promoted TV lessons to their parents

Observation studies of student activities
Hayashi, T., compared the performances of remote school students in 2002 and 2004 by
using video recording and precise activity analysis (ref. A34‐2004). The performances
especially focused on the following 10 activities were evaluated using the five levels of
indicators – 5: very good, 4: good, 3: normal, 2: not so good, 1: not good.
z Taking a note
z Expression a opinion
z Raising a hand
z Reading a textbook
z Listening to teachersʹ explanation
z Preparation
z Cooperation
z Discussion
z Attention to teacher
z Attention to TV
The following graph (Figure 11) summarizes the student activities, which shows great
improvements in all the activities except three activities with high initial scores. Shibasaki,
J. & Takaoka, R. in 2004 (ref. A11‐2004) reported that students in remote schools in NSP
showed great improvement in note‐taking.
The cha nge of s tude ntʹs le a rning a ctivity
in a re mote s chool (Sorge ri Prima ry)

Atte ntion
to TV
Atte ntion
to te a che r
Dis cus s ion

Ta king a note
5
Expre s s ion
4
a opinion
3
2
Ra is ing a ha nd
1
0
Re a ding
a te xtbook
Lis te ning to

Coope ra tion

te a che rs ʹ
Pre pa ra tion
2002

Figure 11.

e xpla na tion
2004

The activity changes of remote school students from 2002 to 2004
observed by Hayashi, T.
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Analysis of free descriptions in student questionnaire answers
Questionnaire consists of two different answer styles: selecting answer from choices, and
free description. The ‘selecting answer’ is based on the knowledge of questionnaire
designer and the later contains information beyond the designer’s consideration. In this
part, the author analyzes the free description to obtain further information by a
quantitative way. The data used in this analysis is appeared in ref. A13‐2002 (”Distance
Education Utilizing Live Recording of Classroom Broadcast” Pilot Project / Progress Report
‐2002”, Dec. 2002, by PNG Department of Education Curriculum Development Division &
JICA). The target was remote school students (N=94). The questionnaire contains the
following questions:
z
“Q1 Do you like the TV Broadcast Class ?”
z Answer: YES / NO
z “In which class do you study better, the TV Broadcast class, or ordinary Non TV
class?”
z TV‐class / non TV class
z Reason (free description)
word
Because
the
to
we
and
TV
class
I
in
teacher
do
notes
broadcast
it
explain
us
give
is
not
on
experiments
ordinary
study
learn

freq.
93
91
47
45
43
41
32
31
31
26
24
21
20
19
18
18
17
17
16
16
15
15
15
14

Word
lesson
they
better
from
many
our
Questions
Time
when
enough
work
are
have
non‐TV
that
write
can
things
copy
so
sometimes
for
good
non
take

freq.
13
13
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
11
11
10
10
10
10
10
9
9
8
8
8
7
7
7
7

word
book
donʹt
me
more
my
some
than
use
well
activities
but
fast
ideas
or
properly
screen
them
understand
what
will
answer
just
ordinary
school
short
too
very

freq.
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
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The above table summerizes the frequency (“freq.“ in the table) of words appeared in the
free descriptions of all respondents. Total 1,351 words were analyzed and listed below in
order of high frequency. The words under frequency 4 are not included below.
The highlighted words list seem to be important in terms of describing the class situations.
The following table summarizes these important words.
Word
Teacher
Notes
Explain
Experiments
Questions
Write
Copy
Book
Fast
Ideas
Properly
Understand
Answer
Short

Frequency
26
21
18
15
12
10
8
6
5
5
5
5
4
4

Some words in the table have similar meanings. Convertible words in above table are
counted as same words: the word “write” and “copy” are counted in “note”, and the word
“experiment” is counted in “equipment”. New variables are defined as follows using the
word, “teacher”, as an example.
z When the free description contains the word, “teacher”
z
the variable equals “1”
z When the free description does not contain the word, “teacher”
z
the variable equals “0”
The definition of new variables are as follows.
value‐definition of variables
Gender

0

1

female

male

School

Sogeri

2

3

4

Iobuna

Porebada

E‐Goroka

Q1

No

YES

Q2

TVclass

Conventional

“Teacher”

No

YES

“Note”

No

YES

( including “write”, “copy”)

“Experiment”

No

YES

( including “equipment”)

“Time”

No

YES
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The next cross table shows the relationship between the “Q1” score and the other variables.
Level of significance obtained by chi‐square (χ2) test is also listed.
Q1
0

1

total

school=1

6

16

22

school=2

20

12

32

school=3

1

18

19

school=4

4

16

20

total

31

62

93

gender=0

13

31

44

gender=1

17

25

42

total

30

56

86

Q2=0

27

25

52

Q2=1

3

36

39

total

30

61

91

teacher=0

15

53

68

teacher=1

16

7

23

total

31

60

91

note=0

24

43

67

note=1

7

17

24

total

31

60

91

experiment=0

29

41

70

experiment=1

2

19

21

total

31

60

91

time=0

25

50

75

time=1

6

10

16

total

4

16

20

Table 6.

Level of significance (two‐sided test)

0.0001

0.2877

0.00000892

0.4844

0.5551

0.0068

0.7495

Cross table of “Q1” score and the other variables

The following cross table shows the relationship between the “Q2” score and the other
variables. The “Q2” score and the other variables including “school”, “Q1” score,
“teacher”, “note”, “experiment” are considered statistically dependent. Basically, level of
significance is lower in the case of “Q1”. The question Q2, “In which class do you study
better, the TV Broadcast class, or ordinary Non TV class?”, is concrete, on the other hand,
the question Q1, “Do you like the TV Broadcast Class ?”, is ambiguous. It might cause the
lower level of significance of the “Q2” score.
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Q2
0

1

Total

school=1

16

6

22

school=2

25

7

32

school=3

3

16

19

school=4

9

10

19

total

53

39

92

gender=0

25

19

44

gender=1

25

16

41

total

50

35

85

Q1=0

27

3

30

Q1=1

25

36

61

total

52

39

91

teacher=0

31

36

67

teacher=1

21

3

24

total

52

39

91

note=0

31

36

67

note=1

21

3

24

total

52

39

91

experiment=0

49

21

70

experiment=1

3

18

21

total

52

39

91

time=0

36

39

75

time=1

16

0

16

total

52

39

91

Table 7.

Level of significance (two‐sided test)

0.00006533

0.6971543

0.0000892

0.0004612

0.0004612

0.000006.04

0.0001358

Cross table of “Q2” score and the other variables

The tendencies observed in the table with level of significance less than 5% are as follows.
z “Q1” score
z When “Q2=Yes”, “Q1=Yes” is applied in most answers.
z It is reasonable because these two questions are similar.
z “School“
z “Q2=No” is frequent in school‐1 & 2.
z “Q2=YES” is frequent in school‐3.
z There is clear school dependence.
z “Teacher“
z Students who wrote the word “teacher” have relatively made the answer of
“Q2=No”.
z This suggests that teachers might have effect on student to prefer non TV‐class.
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z

z

z

“Note“
z Students who wrote the word “note” have relatively made the answer of
“Q2=No”.
z This suggests that note‐taking in TV‐class is not so easy for some students and
might frustrate them.
z It is noteworthy that the effect depends on not only the difficulty of note‐taking
but the teacher instruction of note‐taking.
“Experiment“
z Students who wrote the word “experiment” have relatively made the answer of
“Q2=YES”.
z There is shortage of experimental equipments in many schools, so some students
can observe experiments only through TV‐class.
“Time“
z Students who wrote the word “time” have relatively made the answer of
“Q2=YES”.
z The following cross table shows that 63% of 16 students who wrote the word
“time” also wrote the word “note”.
z It corresponds to the situation that there is not enough time for note‐taking.
time

note

Table 8.

0

1

total

Level of significance

0

63

5

68

(two‐sided test)

1

13

11

24

0.0000190

total

76

16

92

Cross table of “note” and ”time”

The following cross table shows the relationship between the “school” and the other
variables.
school
1

2

3

5

total

gender=0

9

17

6

12

44

gender=1

14

14

7

8

43

total

23

31

13

20

87

Q1=0

6

20

1

4

31

Q1=1

16

12

18

16

62

total

22

32

19

20

93

Q2=0

16

25

3

9

53

Q2=1

6

7

16

10

39

total

22

32

19

19

92

teacher=0

13

22

17

16

68

teacher=1

9

10

2

3

24

total

22

32

19

19

92

Level of significance
(two‐sided test)
0.52353

0.00011

0.0000653

0.09452
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note=0

14

22

18

14

68

note=1

8

10

1

5

24

total

22

32

19

19

92

experiment=0

20

31

5

15

71

experiment=1

2

1

14

4

21

total

22

32

19

19

92

time=0

16

25

19

16

76

time=1

6

7

0

3

16

total

22

32

16

19

92

Table 9.

0.11552

0.0000000390

0.11274

Cross table of “school” and the other variables

The tendencies observed in the table with level of significance less than 10% are as follows.
z

z

z
z
z
z
z

“Q1” score
z “Q1=No” is frequent in school‐2.
z “Q1=YES” is frequent in school‐3.
“Q2” score
z “Q2=No” is frequent in school‐2.
z “Q2=YES” is frequent in school‐3.
z Similar results are obtained in the case of “Q1 score”.
“Teacher”
z High frequency in school‐1 & 2.
“Note”
z Little frequency in school‐3.
“Experiment”
z High frequency in school‐3.
“Time”
z No frequency in school‐3.
Generally observed tendency
z Tendencies are different between school‐1&2, school‐3, and school‐4.
z Tendency in school‐3
z TV‐class is well recognized.
z No problem in taking‐notes.
z Recognizing well the merit of observing experiments.
z This school recognizes the benefits of TV class lesson best

In summary, this analysis extracts the following factors, which affect the questionnaire
answers, from free descriptions.
z Factors negative to TV class
z Difficulty in note‐taking
z Factors positive to TV class
z Observation of experiment
z Factor having effects on impression of TV class
z Teacher
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Main findings about teachers
Questionnaire survey for remote school teachers
Shibasaki, J. and Takaoka, R. reported the questionnaire results of 16 teachers at 7 remote
schools in NSP and EHP in 2004 (ref. A11‐2004). The following are the brief summary of
their results.
z

z

z

z

Q 2 ‐1 “In Which class do you like better, TV class or ordinary Non TV class?”
z TV class:
14
z conventional class:
6
(Some teacher answered for both TV class and conventional class.)
“Why?”
z <Answer = TV class>
z They have enough equipment/materials to use for the lessons than us we have lack of
materials to used for our lessons.
z Provide us with lots of lessons that contain experiments therefore were equipments which
some we cannot find have.
z It helps me prepare better for non TV class update information with new teaching
strategies.
z <Answer = conventional class>
z Iʹm with the class and give more time for explanation and act ivies as well.
Q 3 ‐1 “Is the TV Broadcast useful for your lessons?”
z YES:
16
z NO:
0
“Why?”
z The school does not have enough resource materials & the broadcast is like providing
resource materials not be able to teachers & students alike.
z Because experiments were I canʹt do are done in the TV.
z Because sometimes its teaching us of different teaching approaching very informative
and also different teaching methods.

z

Q 4 “What do you learn yourself from the TV Broadcast? (Teaching method,
Knowledge of content, etc.)
z Teaching method: 8
z Technical skills: 5

z

Q 5 ‐1 “Do you think your students like TV class?”
z YES:
15
0
z NO:
“Why?”
z Explanation are supported by good visual aids.
z Provides a lot of Experiments during the lesson.
z Because, theyʹre eager to learn using different communication or experiencing a different

z
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z

method from the model teacher.
They feel that they are sharing the some knowledge taught and always prepare to learn
new things.

z

Q 6 ‐1 “What is the good point of the TV Broadcast for your class?
z Gain new teaching methods.
z Help improve my teaching methods.

z

Q 8 ‐1 “Is there anyone who discusses or teaches or informs you about TV class?”
z YES:
14
z NO:
2

Questionnaire survey for school principals on teacher activities
Questionnaire targeting 17 school principals in Central province (4 schools), EHP (6), and
NSP (7) were performed in 2004 by Kamada, M. and Shimomura, H. Figure 12 shows the
total number of answers to the question, “From education view point, what is the most
outstanding benefit of the TV classroom lessons?” where multiple answers were allowed.

teaching skill
NSP
attitude

Central

know ledge

EHP
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

frequency

Figure 12. The total number of answers to the question, “From education view point, what is the
most outstanding benefit of the TV classroom lessons?”

Ｎumbers of school principals (59%) selected “teaching skill” as “the most outstanding
benefit of the TV classroom lessons”. The point of “attitude” and “knowledge” are
relatively low of 35%. It is peculiar that frequency for “knowledge” in NSP is zero,
resembling the survey results for students (no frequency for “examination score” in NSP).

Observation study of teacher activities
Hayashi, T. compared the performances of remote school teacher in 2002 and 2004 by using
video recording and precise activity analysis (ref.A13‐2004). The performances especially
focused on the following seven activities were evaluated using the five levels of indicators –
5: very good, 4: good, 3: normal, 2: not so good, 1: not good.
z Writing on the blackboard
z Explanation question
z Walking around a class and check
z Listening to studentsʹ opinion
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z Praise
z Advice
z Instruction
z Distribution of teaching materials
The following graph (Figure 13) summarizes the teaching activities, which shows great
improvements in all the activities. Because of a large amount of work for this analysis, it
is only one example. However this data suggests a great potential of this distance
education system for teacher training.
The cha nge of te a che rʹs te a ching a ctivity
in a re mote s chool (Sorge ri Prima ry)
W riting on the
bla ckboa rd
5
4
3
2
1
0

Dis tribution of
te a ching ma te ria ls
I ns truction

Que s tion

W a lking a round

Advice
Pra is e
2002

Figure 13.

Expla na tion

a cla s s a nd che ck
Lis te ning to
s tude nts ʹ opinion
2004

The activity changes of remote school teacher from 2002 to 2004
observed by Hayashi, T.

Similar results on remote school teachers were obtained by C. Seta in Central province and
NCD (ref.A12‐2004).
z Improvements from 2002 to 2004 in teaching skill for all the remote school teachers
z A teacher used the same key words and questions shown by model school teacher in
his/her conventional class lesson
Shibasaki, J. and Takaoka, R. reported the observation of activities of 16 teachers in 7
remote schools in NSP and EHP in 2002 and 2004 (ref. A11‐2004). The followings are the
brief summary of their results.
z Every remote school teacher has the self‐criterion about the method and timing for
his/her speaking during the TV lesson and the technique is improved.
z Increase of frequency in supplementary explanations
Agigo, J. reported the improvement of remote school teachers in utilization of TV contents
(ref. A33‐2003). The teaching skill of teachers were evaluated as follows.
“very good” (57.8%)
z Explanations (step by step)
z Questioning (feedback)
“very good” (65.3%)
z Conclusion (recapping)
“very good” (56.4%)
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Main findings at model schools
The changes in model primary school student activities from 2002 to 2004 were observed
and reported by Hayashi, T. Figure 14 summarizes the results.
The cha nge of stude ntʹs le a rning a ctivity
in a mode l school (W a rds trip Prima ry)

Atte ntion
to TV
Atte ntion
to te a che r

Ta king a note
5
4
3
2
1
0

a opinion
Ra ising a ha nd

Re a ding

Discuss ion

a te xtbook
Liste ning to

Coope ra tion

te a che rs ʹ
Pre pa ra tion
2002

Figure 14.

Expre ssion

e xpla na tion
2004

The activity changes from 2002 to 2004 for model school students
observed by Hayashi, T.

The change from 2002 to 2004 is not so substantial, but following improvements were
reported.
z Upgrading the ability of collaboration and discussion in group study
z Decreasing activity of note taking
z Preprints are prepared by teachers
There also are observation results
follows.
z Explanations (step by step)
z Questioning (feedback)
z Conclusion (recapping)

of model school teachers in Agigo’s report in 2003 as
“very good” (57.8%)
“very good” (65.3%)
“very good” (56.4%)
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Hayashi, T. reported the changes in model primary school teacher activities from 2002 to
2004 (ref. A34‐2004) as shown in Figure 15.
The cha nge of te a che rʹs te a ching a ctivity
in a mode l s chool (W a rds trip Prima ry)
W riting on the
bla ckboa rd
5

Dis tribution of

4

te a ching ma te ria ls

Expla na tion

3
2
1

I ns truction

Q ue stion

0
W a lking a round

Advice

a cla s s a nd che ck
Pra ise

2002

Figure 15

Lis te ning to
s tude nts ʹ opinion
2004

The activity changes of model school teacher from 2002 to 2004
observed by Hayashi, T.

The change from 2002 to 2004 is not so substantial, but following improvements were
reported.
z Improvement in the quality
z Writing on the blackboard
z Explanation
z Increase in frequency
z Question (to students)
z Praise
z Instruction
The improvements on model school teacher is also reported by Seta, C. (ref.A12‐2004)
z Improvement in skill
z Presentation
z Use of PC slides
z More attention to use of blackboard
z Fluent talk in front of shooting cameras
Note: occasionally it makes the remote school students difficult to follow the contents.
Agigo, J. (ref. A33‐2003) also reported the effects on model school teacher.
z Teach well prepared lessons
z Retention of students
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Summary ‐ Effects on education ‐
In this chapter, several survey data are combined in a comprehensive way.
followings are the summary of main findings.

The

Effects on remote school students
z

Examination score (grade‐7 Science and Social Science)
z TV class lesson has statistically‐significant positive effects on academic abilities of
students.
z Impressions and activities
z Most students have positive impression for TV class lesson
z Increasing the good impression every year by year
z Improvements
z Attitudes
z Motivation
z Communication with teachers
z Confidence

Effects on remote school teachers
z

Improvements
z Teaching skill
z Attitude
z Confidence

Good points of TV class lesson
z
z
z
z

Wealth of knowledge
Well prepared
Good and proper explanation
Enough experiment demonstration

Bad points of TV class lesson
z
z
z
z

Too fast for some students
Difficulty in note taking
Not interactive
Lack of season schedule

Supplementary information
z
z

Large age‐distribution in class was found.
Gender dependence in examination score of Science was found.
z It is the worldwide tendency, not particular phenomenon in PNG
z There are statistically significant area dependence of academic activities
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Significant effects of TV class lesson on students were monitored. Thus, the hypothesis of
this project is verified. This project was designed essentially for students, but the TV class
lesson is very much effective in improving teacher’s skill also. This feature is one of
by‐product effects, however, the impacts of teacher’s improvement might be comparable or
more than students’ improvements. The origins of the effects are not so clearly
understood, however, the possible mechanism is that the video content of the TV class
lesson helps remote school teachers how to teach and interact students.
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EVALUATION OF THE PROJECT
BY STAKEHOLDERS IN PNG
‐ THE FINAL WORKSHOP ‐
The final workshop was held on 29th and 30th, November 2004 at Port Moresby, PNG for the
purposes of identifying the project outputs in PNG. The workshop was also a very good
chance for discussions among persons involved in this project. This is also a chance to
evaluate the project performance by the stakeholders. To make the workshop effective, we
took the following policy.
z
z
z
z
z
z

Use video presentation for efficient understanding and audience memories
Assign the PNG speakers for stakeholders understanding and presenterʹs motivation
Clear description of work contribution
Keep enough free discussion periods
Have a summary discussion meeting to have a consensus concerning to this project
Evaluate this project performance using the questionnaire data containing the PNG
relevant people reactions to this project.

The workshop agenda is in the last part of this session and the questionnaire used is
attached in ANNEX‐VIII.

Participants and the respondents to the questionnaire
The number of total participants were 120 including 80 PNG persons. Total 50 answers
were obtained from the PNG participants. The respondents to a questionnaire consisted
of 19 females and 29 males and 2 non‐responders. The job descriptions of the respondents
are summarized in the following figure in which “central” and “remote” correspond to
“contents creation / government” and “reception site”, respectively.
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frequency
0

5

10

15

teacher
jobs of respondents

school principal
DOE
CDD
engineer

central
remote

university

no answ er

other
no answ er

Questionnaire survey results
z

[Q1] “What points do you think are good in this project?” (multiple answers allowed)

Beyond 70% answers are obtained for “method of TV broadcasting” and ”good/effective
class lesson”. It indicates that the advantages of this project are well recognized by the
PNG stakeholders.
Q1 What points do you think are good in this project?
frequency
0

10

20

30

40

50

(1) m ethod of TV broadcasting
(2) good/effective class lesson
(3) project m anagem ent
(4) project participants
(5) effects

central
rem ote
total

(6) m onitoring
(7) other
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z

[Q2] “What points do you think should be improved in this project?”
(multiple answers allowed)

The check ratio of answers for “Yearly program is necessary” is very high (90%). The
answers for ʺaccuracy of contentsʺ, ʺneed more research of contentsʺ, and ʺpace of lesson
(=rather fast)ʺ are around 50 – 60% showing high expectations for contents quality
improvements.
Q2 What points do you think should be im proved in this project ?

frequency
0

10

20

30

40

50

(1.1) contents level is too high
(1.2) m odel student is not average
(1.3) accuracy of contents
(1.4) need m ore research of contents
(2.1) pace of lesson (=rather fast)
(2.2) noisy in the m odel classroom

central
rem ote

(2.3) Character is too sm all

total

(2.4) Yearly program is necessary
(3) other

z

[Q3] ”The followings are major effects investigated in this project. Please choose and
circle ALL that you think are significant.” (multiple answers allowed)

This question asks respondents the significance of effects appeared in this project. The
check rates of ʺKnowledgeʺ, ʺTeaching skillsʺ, ʺAttitudes to studentsʺ for teachers are
beyond 80%, which indicates that they recognize the impact on teachers best. For
students, all the terms have beyond 60% rates.
It is remarkable that the rate
for ”Candidate of effective message‐channel from center to rural area” concerning
to ”creation of TV‐centric community” is high, beyond 62%.
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Q3 The followings a re ma ja r e ffe cts inve s tiga te d in this proje ct. Ple a s e choos e a nd circle ALL tha t you
think a re s ignifica nt.

fre que ncy
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

< for s tude nts >

(1) Knowle dge

(2) Studying a ttitude s

(3) Communica tion to te a che rs

(4) confide nce

< for te a che rs >

(5) Knowle dge

(6) Te a ching s kills

(7) Attitude s to s tude nts

(8) communica tion with othe r te a che rs

(9) confide nce

< for te a ching ma te ria l >

(10) Le s s on vide o

(11) Te xt s lide s

< for conte nts cre a tion >

(12) high re cording te chnique

(13) high e diting s kill

(14)Re s ource of Ele ctric powe r fe e

ce ntra l
re mote

< TV‐ce ntric community >

tota l

(15) e ffe ctive me ss a ge ‐cha nne l from ce nte r to rura l a re a

(16) othe r
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z

[Q4] “What do you think about this project in the future?” (multiple answers allowed)

Almost the respondents of 84% checked ”It shoud be expanded.”, and no one for ”It shoud
be stopped.”. This result is a prove of strong demands for expansion.
Q4 W ha t do you think a bout this proje ct in the future ?

fre que ncy
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

(1) It s houd be
e xpa nde d.
(2) It s houd be
continue d.
ce ntra l
(3) It s houd be

re mote

s toppe d.

z

tota l

[Q4‐1] “If you chose (1) or (2), what is important for development?”
(multiple answers allowed)

Enhancement in contents quality as an issue in the future showed high rates.

Q4_1 If you chose (1) or (2), what is important for development?

frequency
0

10

20

30

40

50

(1) M o del teac her training

(2) c urric ulum desig n

(3) c o st sav ing

(4) c o mmunic atio n between remo te sc ho o l teac hers and
c urric ulum o ffic ers inc luding mo del teac hers

(5) inv ite spec ialists as a g uest speaker to the mo del
lesso n

central
remote
(6) o ther

total
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z

[Q5] “What method is suitable for further improvement of PNG education?”
(multiple answers allowed)
Very high ratio (94%) of the answer, ”TV class lesson”, might be caused by respondent’s
being persons involved. On the other hands, the rate for ”radio broadcasting” is very low
of 32%. Strictly speaking, persons who have known the impact of TV class lessons show
high appreciation for TV class not for radio system.
Q5 What metho d is suitable fo r furthe r impro v ement o f PNG e duc atio n?

frequenc y
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

(1) TV ‐c lass lesso n
(2) teac her training by
c o nv e ntio nal way

(3) radio bro adc asting
c entral
(4) distanc e e duc atio n

re mo te

using printed mate rials

to tal

(5) o ther

z

[Q6] “What do you think is the issue that should be improved in PNG education?”
(multiple answers allowed)
This question is intended to know the respondents feelings to educational situation.
Q6 W hat do you think is the issue that should be improved in PNG education?

frequency
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

(1) enrollm ent rate
central
(2) drop‐out rate
(3) shortage of teachers

remote
total

(4) payment for teachers
(5) shortage of educational materials
(6) literacy rate
(7) gender equality
(8) PNG original educational material
(9) other
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z

[Q7] “What do you think is the important factor/field of education in PNG?”
(multiple answers allowed)

This question is also intended to know the respondents feelings to educational situation.
High ratio (more than 70%) are obtained for ʺlearning about the latest information /
technologyʺ，ʺrespect for traditional cultureʺ，and ʺgeneral communication skillʺ. It is
remarkable that ʺmedia literacyʺ which will be mentioned in details after shows relatively
high ratio (50%). Some of stakeholders already concern the global effects of media for
students.
Q7 W ha t do you think is the importa nt fa ctor/fie ld of e duca tion in PNG?

fre que ncy
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

(1) le a rning a bout the la te st informa tion/te chnology
(2) re s pe ct for tra ditiona l culture
(3) de ve loping the s ocia lity of childre n
(4) ge ne ra l communica tion s kill
(5) unde rsta nding othe r culture s within PNG
(6) lite ra cy e duca tion
(7) voca tiona l e duca tion
(8) me dia lite ra cy
(9) cost sa ving
(10) e a s y a cce s s

ce ntra l
re mote
tota l

(11) othe r
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Interrelations between questionnaire answers were also studied. There are 66 kinds of
nominal‐scale answers and the interrelations were studied by chi‐square (χ2) test.
Characteristic features with high χ2 values are as follows.
z

[Q3] ”The followings are major effects investigated in this project. Please choose and
circle ALL that you think are significant.” (multiple answers allowed)
z ʺteaching skillʺ and ʺconfidence (teacher)ʺ
z χ2 value: 18.99
z level of significance (both side): 0.0000131
Q3 (9) “confidence (teacher)”
total
Q3 (6) “teaching skills”
total

0
1

0
7
8
15

1
0
35
35

7
43
50

z

ʺconfidence (student)ʺ and ʺattitudes to students (teacher)ʺ
z χ2 value: 19.72
z level of significance (both side): 0.00033
z
Q3 (7) ʺattitudes to
students (teacher)ʺ
total
0
1
Q3 (4)
0
5
4
9
“confidence (student)” 1
1
40
41
Total
6
44
50

The high interrelationship between ʺteaching skillʺ and ʺconfidence (teacher)ʺ corresponds
to that answer tendency of respondents are similar for these two questions. ʺTeaching
skillʺ is an easily accessible factor, on the other hand, ʺconfidence (teacher)ʺ is a factor to be
easily passed over.
This result suggests the respondents’ high sensibility in
comprehending teacher activity and mind.
The high interrelationship between
ʺconfidence (student)ʺ and ʺattitudes to students (teacher)ʺ also suggests that the almost
respondents are thoughtful relationship between teachers and students.
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Correspondence analysis was performed to comprehend the overall tendency of
respondents’ answers (Q3, Q5, Q6, and Q7). Two important dimensions are found.
z Dimension‐1
is interpretable as a measure of “Educational contents vs. System”.
Category
score
Q5 (2) teacher training by conventional way
‐1.7737
Q7 (1) learning about the latest information/technology
‐1.2679
Q6 (7) gender equality
‐1.1130
Q6 (4) payment for teachers
‐0.9997
Q7 (2) respect for traditional culture
‐0.9813
………….
Q7 (5) understanding other cultures within PNG
1.0927
Q3 (11) Text slides
1.1099
Q3 (15) Candidate of effective message‐channel from
1.2686
center to rural area
Q5 (4) distance education using printed materials
1.5787
Q5 (3) radio broadcasting
1.8602
Q7 (9) cost saving
1.8832
Q7 (10) easy access
1.8850
Q3 (14)Resource of Electric power fee
3.8978
z Dimension‐2
is interpretable as a measure of “New educational issues vs. conventional educational
problems”.
category
score
Q7 (8) media literacy
‐1.3390
Q7 (1) learning about the latest information/technology
‐1.2418
Q7 (7) vocational education
‐1.2062
Q3 (2) Studying attitudes
‐1.1707
Q7 (3) developing the sociality of children
‐1.0066
………….
Q5 (2) teacher training by conventional way
1.1279
Q3 (14)Resource of Electric power fee
1.1961
Q6 (1) enrollment rate
1.3301
Q5 (4) distance education using printed materials
1.4100
Q3 (13) high editing skill
1.5488
Q6 (8) PNG original educational material
1.6933
Q6 (6) literacy rate
1.8678
Q6 (2) drop‐out rate
2.7543
Figure 16 is the shows the corresponding analysis solution plot for dimension‐1 and
dimension‐2. The circle and square marks correspond to remote site and central site, and
blue and red color correspond to male and female respectively. The particular point this
figure shows is respondents in remote site show lower score than ones in central site in
dimension‐2. This means that remote site respondents have a tendency of recognizing
importance of “New educational issues”, on the other hand, central site respondents have a
tendency of recognizing importance of “current educational problems”.
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dimension‐2

○ remote / + central
male / female

dimension‐1

Figure 16.

The corresponding analysis solution plot

In the above discussions, the job differences are not referred. The answer‐tendency of
teacher is studied here, because they particularly well recognize the TV class lessons. The
followings are the ratio of check percentage of teachers (totally 24) divided by the others
(26). Listed data are ones which show large difference.
z Q1 “What points do you think are good in this project?”
z (1) method of TV broadcasting
(teacher/other=1.33)
z (2) good/effective class lesson
(1.28)
z (5) effects
(1.44)
z (6) monitoring
(1.39)
z Q2 What points do you think should be improved in this project?
(1.47)
z (1) pace of lesson (=rather fast)
z (2) noisy in the model classroom
(1.60)
z (3) Character is too small (0.57)
z Q3 The followings are major effects investigated in this project. Please choose and
circle ALL that you think are significant.
z (1) Knowledge
(1.28 )
z (5) Knowledge
(1.33 )
z (8) communication with other teachers
(1.70)
z (14) Resource of Electric power fee
(0.67)
Among the answer choices above, the ratio of the following answers is individually high:
z Q2 (1) pace of lesson (=rather fast) (1.47)
z Q2 (2) noisy in the model classroom (1.60)
(1.70)
z Q3 (8) communication with other teachers
These results should be particularly taken into account to improve the TV class lessons.
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Free descriptions
Q8 Please describe anything you wish to write about this project or education in PNG.
The followings are all the statements in free descriptions. Statements are categorized by
their contents.
z

Praise of the project (11 statements)
z The project has been a challenge, learning experience and timely for the improvement of
quality education in PNG
z This project is very good in the terms of authentic ideas, and teaching strategies were
achieved by the pilot teacher, as especially myself (Julie) from the telecast program.
Thank you Sony and JICA for coming up with the idea of television telecast program in the
remote schools of Papua New Guinea. Once again thanks for the Japanese tax payers.
z I wish to say here about this project that if has made teachers and students to become
competent in our teaching and learning and have advanced the teachers and students in
these areas: 1.Contents of knowledge, 2.Moral and Ethics, 3.Methodologist, 4.Values and
attitudes.
z Itʹs very pleasing to develop various for quality, accessible and affordable education for all
in PNG.
z PNG will have to move ahead in education. We have carry on and expand the project in all
our schools because we have inclusive curriculum. Itʹs very educational for students to
have access
z Thanks to JICA‐SONY, Japanese government and all others for making a more in these
path.
z The project itself has been described by many as a success. In a long run this project will
definitely help improved the learning ability and will also change of secondary young
educated elite in the country. Congratulation for the initiative taken
z There are so many ways of presenting lessons to students e.g. radio broadcast, TV program,
etc. As our country is still developing I suggest we take on board effective ways of
presenting lessons on the current pilot project (TV lesion) to improve our level of
education in the remote parts of our country. I believe this would improve the quality of
education and as well as improve the level of technology used in schools in PNG
z This project I believe is a means to being ensure to all the communities in our country.
Education which via it may become better citizens of this country.
z This project will be very effective if everyone works together to input and own this project
from all sectors, for the betterment of the future generation.
z This project has contributed tremendously to the development of the rural schools. And it
should continue with the assistance of other organizations.

z

Expanding the project (10 statements)
z The TV program has a great impact on both the teachers and teachers. I would recommend
expansion of this program to other grades and other subjects. Also schools other schools
should be encouraged
z The project has been very helpful to us through providing monitor. The lessons are very
helpful and I would personally like to see that all schools in PNG utilize television in
education
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z
z
z

z
z
z
z

z

The success of the project requires a ʺʺmustʺʺ expansion and continuing in current
trailed provinces and other provinces as well.
I would very much like this project to continue and expend
It should expand by more awareness to the community and to rural areas because this is a
better way of educating children and adult as well in which it motivates them to speak out
openly.
Project to continue and extend to remote schools in the country.
the education system pg PNG is changing and one way to quickly reach the schools in the
remote schools is through the TV program. TV lesson must be expanded and continues.
Extend consultancy exercise with pilot schools + model schools in PNG.
there are a lot of issues that were over looked before the project was implemented e.g.
reform. Although it has already had a very positive impacts on students and teachers a lot
of work still needs to be done. E.g. training, resources for both teachers and students.
access to other program for people living in rural areas is excellent.
Need to further expend by reacting with other organizations that have similar target
groups in numerous work. Funding from GOPNG should reflect on the importance of the
project. Project is still young and JICA/SONY should not completely give up quickly

z

Improvement of education quality (2 statements)
z Letʹs work on improving quality of program, training of model teachers, enhance
production team, increase manpower.
z should expand to PNGʹs rural areas. Improve in multimedia productions.

z
z

Teachers (7 statements)
Teaching quality (4 statements)
z More training for model teachers in teaching and learning skills and strategies.
z there are a lot of issues that were over looked before the project was implemented e.g.
reform. Although it has already had a very positive impacts on students and teachers a lot
of work still needs to be done. E.g. training, resources for both teachers and students.
access to other program for people living in rural areas is excellent.
z Letʹs work on improving quality of program, training of model teachers, enhance
production team, increase manpower.ʺ
z Can the director ensure certifications of model and pilot teachers.
Full‐time model school teacher (2 statements)
z Model pilot teachers should be employed fulltime on TV model teaching only
z Specialist teaching position should be created in model schools.
Improvement of labor conditions of teachers (1 statement)
z Model teachers could be paid an allowance similar or above that received by demonstration
teachers.

z

z

z

Establishment of infrastructures and maintenance (2 statements)
z provide support training, maintenance, infrastructure.
z have our own transmission

z

Securing budget (4 statements)
z Funding from GOPNG should reflect on the importance of the project.
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z
z

z
z
z

The schools and each provincial government should fund and take up the challenge
There should be awareness campaigns so that other government departments, politician,
can assist in funding their electorates or provinces. .Establish relationship and dialogue
with donor agencies
The project itself is good. The schools and each provincial government should fund and
take up the challenge.
Must expand with a partnership approach. The school to be taught manage funds
properly.
Need to further expend by reacting with other organizations that have similar target
groups in numerous work. Funding from GOPNG should reflect on the importance of the
project. Project is still young and JICA/SONY should not completely give up quickly

z

Cost analysis (1 statement)
z Very good, but good statistics and evaluation needed to provide the ground work for the
cost of running this project. The project must have vision and future plans for
sustainability!

z
z

Future framework (6 statements)
Promotion by the government (3 statements)
z This project is sound and worthwhile and if supported by the Government of PNG, it
would be of great value of our needy students.
z The Department of Education should under the Education act to make it compulsory to
have monitors which schools they can themselves purchase and install, then the
Department can assess the progress by monitoring and evaluation.
z This project is seen as very vital mode of minimizing illiteracy in the country. Therefore
expansion and continuity of the project is important but the cost is a factor will slow down
the progress.
z PG will have to move ahead in education./ we have to carry on and expand the project in
all schools because we have inclusive curriculum. Itʹs very educational for students to
have access to education. Political members would be most helpful if they support.
Promotion by the local administrations (2 statements)
z A worthwhile project but we cannot rush too fast into it. It is up to the province and
school to take televised lesson on board. The community must feel ownership to this
equipment.
z the introduction of this project had brought success in the pilot students in the pilot
provinces. It is here to stay and in order to sustain its continuity we all need to follow the
right steps taken by EHP, NSP, EHP. Provincial politicians and education authorities in
central province must follow the suit.
Human resources (1 statement)
z Letʹs work on improving quality of program, training of model teachers, enhance
production team, increase manpower.

z

z

z
z

etc. (7 statements)
Promotion of media usage (2 statements)
z If PNG is serious about keeping up with world changes and changes in education then
using the media is the way to go.
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z

z

z

z

z
z
z
z
z

z

z

z

If PNG is serous about keeping up with changes in education and the rest of the world
then the use of medias such as TV, satellites and internet is the way to go.
Improvements in quality of PNG education (2 statements)
z Education in PNG should focus on qualitative education rather than quantity.
Addressing of universal primary is good, however most students are not well prepared
with life skills thus end up with jobs like working in night clubs, which I see has
exploitation of their life.
z Television in one media? of instruction and new in PNG country?. The important idea
is to improve the quality of education. Education in PNG should focus on qualitative
education rather than quantity. Addressing of universal primary is good, however most
students are not well prepared with life skills thus end up with jobs like working in night
clubs, which I see has exploitation of their life.
Education for handicapped persons (1 statement)
z As for me Iʹm very grateful to teach in the school which are integrated with student who
have special needs, i.e.: blind and deaf. With that we Papua New Guinean must work
together as a team. All children in PNG have right to go to school no matter what heʹs or
Sheʹs blind or deaf canʹt get involve with the program. Also all teacher must be access to
special education: 1.Sign language, 2.Brail for the Blind.
Research on distance education in foreign countries
z provide research analysis on TV project from other countries.
etc. (7 statements)
A good program but Tender education on media teaching should be great?.
For Quality education for our children ‐‐ All avenues need to be explored and identified.
Project is aiming at improving and advancing the education system in PNG. There are or will
arise the disadvantages. However will be able to work on ways to improve them as we go alone.
The education system needs media as a medium of communication lesson to its more students
& teachers will learn through this media‐ it’s like strong of ideas in a group discussion. Provide
training for teachers who will be mentioned in this project. your confidence make use of this
institution e.g. UOG,UPNG & other institution for training continues to seek maintenance of
donor agencies e.g., JICA/SONY through dept of education of course they can willing to make
such that the project they stated continues to progress
The project has enormous potential fro teacher development in terms of steills acquisition and
forms for winding of student knowledge. Provide variations to teacher variable in his
interactions with child in the classroom. Access to remote schools children, teachers &
community student learning intensity is above and so is the teacher. This should be counted
and main fund through a cost effective approach and the DOE and the PNG government should
come out clear on their stand with this project
Teacher training for Siphonia preservice students received should be of genuine quality. As
this students are recruited from Grade 12 institution. They donʹt show their true potential
that they have actually gone through Grade 11 & 12. This is particular I refer to mathematics &
science.ʺ
If we have to continue and explain, we used to focus teacher training and in‐service on efficient
are media live telecast. Special training is provided for technilisim to lack after the monitors at
provincial levels
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Summary of the survey in the final workshop
It was the best chance to share and evaluate this project performance by stakeholders.
Questionnaire survey was performed in the final workshop. Total 80 PNG stakeholders
participated in the workshop, and 50 attendants answered for the questionnaire. The
main findings indicate the success of this project for stakeholders in PNG.
z

“This project should be expanded / continued / stopped.”
84%
z Expanded
0%
z Stopped

z

Suitable education method in PNG
z TV class lesson
z Conventional teacher training
z Distance education with prints
z Radio lesson

z

z

94%
64%
52%
32%

Significant effects
z For students
z Knowledge
74%
z Communication to teachers
70%
z Confidence
68%
z Studying attitudes
60%
z For teachers
z Attitudes to students
84%
z Teaching skills
82%
z Knowledge
82%
z Confidence
66%
z Communication with other teachers
62%
z For teaching material
68%
z Lesson video
z Text slides
54%
z For contents creation
z High editing skill
66%
z High recording technique
62%
z TV‐centric community
z Effective message‐channel from center to rural area

62%

The points should be improved or be done (with high scores)
90%
z Yearly program
z Model teacher training
72%
z Curriculum design
64%
z Pace of lesson
62%
z Invite specialists as a guest speaker 62%
z Communication between remote school teachers and curriculum officers
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z
z
z

including model teachers
More research of contents
Accuracy of contents
Cost saving

62%
54%
52%
50%

z

The important factor/field of education in PNG
z General communication skill
74%
z The latest information/technology 72%
z Respect for traditional culture
72%
z Literacy education
66%
within
PNG
60%
z Other cultures
z Vocational education
58%
z Developing the sociality of children 54%
z Media literacy
50%

z

The issue that should be improved in PNG education
z Shortage of educational materials 80%
z Literacy rate
68%
z Payment for teachers
68%
z Gender equality
66%
z PNG original educational material 60%
z Shortage of teachers
58%
z Drop‐out rate
50%

z

Particularly high score among teachers
z Pace of lesson
z Noisy in the model classroom
z Communication with other teachers
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Agenda of the final workshop
from

To

Day‐1 (November 29, 2004)

8:00

8:45

Registration

9:00

9:40

A) Opening Remarks

Presenter

Message from Embassy of Japan

Tamio Tomino, Consul General

Message from JICA

Katsuro Saito, Director, JICA PNG Office

Message from Chairman of the Project

Peter Baki, CBE,Secretary for Education

Message from Co‐Chairman of the Project

Yoshitaka Shibasaki, Sony Corp.

Declaration of the Seminar

Yoshitaka Shibasaki, Sony Corp.

B) Outline of the Project
9:40

9:50

Project Background

Godfrey Yerua, AS CDD, Project Manager

9:50

10:00

Project Background

Hiroshi Shimomura, Sony Corp., Project
Advisor

10:00

10:20

Project activities (Video Presentation)

10:20

10:25

10:25

10:30

10:30

10:35

10:35

10:55

Input from JICA/Sony ‐ Facilitiy, Training,
Research, Budget
Input from Dept of Education ‐ Personnel,
Operation, Budget
Input from JICA Expert ‐ Personnel,
Operation, Budget

Hiroshi Shimomura, Sony Corp., Project
Advisor
Hatsie Mirou, Education Media Center,
Producer
Akinori Ito, JICA Expert

Coffee Break
C) Project Operation
Salomie Irima, Model teacher, Wardstrip
Primary School
Keuts Vui, Model teacher, Gordon
Secondary School

10:55

11:05

Project operation at Primary Model school

11:05

11:15

Project operation at Secondary Model school

11:15

11:25

Project operation at Media Center/EMTV

Glen Benny, EMC Video director
Julie Vee, Pilot teacher, St Mary Primary
School

11:25

11:35

Project operation at Pilot school

11:35

12:35

Lunch Break

12:35

12:35

D) Impact on Students

12:35

12:40

Impact on Students

12:40

12:50

Impact on Students at Primary school

12:50

13:00

Impact on Students at Secondary school

13:00

13:10

13:10

13:30

13:10

13:20

13:20

13:30

Q&A

13:20

13:40

Coffee Break

Impact on Students ( PNG Monitoring Team
view point)
Impact on Students (Japanese Academic view
point)
Impact on Students (Japanese Academic view
point)

E)
13:40

13:50

Pilot student, Sogeri Primary
Hans Akon, Pilot teacher, Ketarobo
Primary
Ablaham Hihiru, Pilot teacher, Talena
Secondary
John Kakas, Senior Curriculum Officer,
Primary
Tokuji Hayashi, Yamaguchi Univ, Japan
Chieko Seta, Ochanomizu Univ, Japan

Impact on Pilot Teachers

Impact on Pilot Teachers at Primary school

Dorothy Yanopa, Asaro Primary School
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13:50

14:00

Impact on Pilot Teachers at Primary school

Kevin Sasahav, Walis Primary School

14:00

14:10

Impact on Pilot Teachers at Secondary school

Abraham Hiriru, Talena Secondary School

14:10

14:20

14:20

14:30

14:30

14:40

John Kakas, Senior Curriculum Officer,
Primary
Helen Walangu, Head of Curriculum ,
PNGEI
Tang Rabuni, Lecturer of Geography,
University of Goroka

14:40

14:50

Impact on Pilot Teachers (PNG Monitoring
Team view point)
Impact on Pilot Teachers (PNG Monitoring
Team view point)
Impact on Pilot Teachers (PNG Monitoring
Team view point)
Impact on Pilot Teachers (Japanese Academic
view point)

14:50

15:00

Q&A

14:50

15:10

Coffee Break

Tokuji Hayashi, Yamaguchi Univ, Japan

F) Impact on Pilot School & Impact on
Provincial Education
15:10

15:15

Impact on Pilot School (East Sepik Province)

15:15

15:20

Impact on Pilot School (North Solomons
Province)

15:20

15:25

Impact on Pilot School (Central Province)

15:25

15:30

15:30

15:40

15:40

15:50

15:50

16:00

16:00

16:10

16:10

16:20

Other Impacts

16:20

16:30

Q&A

from

to

Day‐2 (November 30, 2004)

Impact on Pilot School (Eastern Highlands
Province)
Impact on Provincial Education (Central
Province)
Impact on Provincial Education(Eastern
Highlands Province)
Impact on Provincial Education(North
Solomon Province)
Impact on Provincial Education(East Sepik
Province)

Zachary Manui, Head Teacher, Balik
Primary School
Jonathan Ageva, Head Teacher, Malasang
Primary School
Albert Nyani, Head Teacher, Tubusereia
Primary School
Patric Iyeho, Head Teacher, Faniufa
Primary School
Joe Eka, Inspector, Central Province
Thomas Jonduo, Provincial Education
Advisor
Anthony Tsora, Provincial Education
Advisor
Baran Sori, Provincial Education Advisor
Hatsie Mirou, Education Media Center,
Producer
Presenter

G) Issues & Improvement plan of the Project
9:00

9:10

Introduction

9:10

9:15

Video Program Production & Distribution

Godfrey Yerua, AS CDD, Project Manager
Lorretta Kidoro, Malasang Primary School
Hatsie Mirou, Education Media Center,
Producer

9:15

9:25

9:25

9:30

9:30

9:35

Kopi Wapa, Sogeri Primary School

9:35

9:45

John Kakas, Senior Curriculum Officer,
Primary

9:45

10:00

10:00

10:10

10:10

10:15

10:15

10:35

10:35

10:45

Model Lesson (Contents)

Model Lesson (Teaching Skill)

Kenny Moses, Sogeri Primary School

Tokuji Hayashi, Yamaguchi Univ, Japan
Otto Wrangian, Senior Lecturer, PNGEI

Pilot School

Hatsie Mirou, Education Media Center,
Producer
Open to Pilot teachers & Head Teachers

Q&A
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10:45

11:05

Coffee Break
H)

Issues on Organization & Budget

11:05

11:15

Issues on Organization & Budget

A. Ito, H. Shimomura

11:15

11:25

Improvement Plan for Provincial Level

All Prov AS/Advisors

11:25

11:35

Improvement Plan for National DOE Level

Godfrey Yerua, AS CDD, Project Manager

11:35

12:35

Lunch Break

12:35

12:35

I)

12:35

12:50

TV Programs for students learning

12:50

13:05

Utilization of
Instruction)

13:05

13:20

Feedback System

Hatsie Mirou, Education Media Center,
Producer

13:20

13:35

DOE Long Term Plan & Expectation for TV

Godfrey Yerua, AS CDD, Project Manager

13:35

13:50

Data Analysis of the Project

Mikio Kamada, Sony Corp.

13:50

15:20

J ) Panel Discussions

Future

Challenges
CAI

(Computer

Chieko Seta, Ochanomizu Univ, Japan
Aided

Teacher training

Tokuji Hayashi, Yamaguchi Univ, Japan

Helen Walang, PNGEI

Media for welfare development

Rep of Dept of SW&D

Media for health promotion

Rep of Aids council

Distance education by Info communication
technology for higher education

Rep of UPNG

15:20

15:40

Coffee Break

15:40

15:55

K ) Closing Remarks

P. Baki, Y. Shibasaki

15:55

17:00

L) Summary of discussions

selected members

17:00

18:00

Break

18:00

20:00

M) Reception & Award
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EFFECT OF TRAININGS
The effects of the trainings were evaluated as follows.
training performed in 2004 for 10 students in NEMC.
z

z

This example is a maintenance

Test before the training start
z Questions about the knowledge which the students is going to learn
z Prepared by the trainer before the training
In this manner, the trainer could not adjust the level of the students.
highly objective and relevant test sheet could be obtained.
Test after the training
z Almost same questions as the start test

As a result,

Figure 17 is plots of two tests scores for each students, at the start and end of the
maintenance training. The averaged values are also plotted as blue circles. This graph
indicates follows.
z Students had little comprehension at the start
z Students had acquired enough comprehension after the training
From these evidences, the followings could be concluded.
z The level of the training was adjusted to the level of students
z The training was done very effectively
100
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Figure 17. The test scores at the start and the end of maintenance training
This test is not only for monitoring the training efficiency. It is useful for students as
mentioned below.
z Makes clear the theme to be learned in the training
z Obtains a feeling of satisfaction after finished the training
z Keeps high motivation after the training
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The following is the other training results. It is an Audio/Video equipment maintenance
beginner’s course performed in 2004 for 14 students in NEMC. According the trainerʹs
report, the training was successfully finished.
The students were eager to listen the
trainerʹs talk. At the initial stage, the students had never experienced to open their
equipments and also had little knowledge about electronics. After the training, they
acquired the knowledge of ʺnecessity of maintenanceʺ, ʺadjustment of motorsʺ, ʺCleaning
of VTRʺ, ʺ75‐ohm terminationʺ, and ʺRecognizing cable breakingʺ.
Some student responses were as follows.
z It was very enlighting.
z I have understood 50% of the lessons.
z I have learned the theoretical background of my work.
Thus, trainings in this project were effectively done, and the performances of the trainings
were carefully examined.
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FUTURE ISSUES
COST‐EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS OF
TV CLASS LESSON FOR WHOLE PNG EDUCATION
Background
This project is a pilot study to investigate the effects of this new education system.
Fortunately, positive results on both students and teachers were obtained by monitoring
activities. This project is successful in this meaning, however, when this system is desired
to expand to whole PNG, the total cost estimation and also comparison of its impacts with
the other methods should be done. This study is the first attempt to discuss the feasibility
of TV class lesson system for whole PNG education.
Cost‐effectiveness analysis of distance education is complicated and there is no established
formula. Actually estimation of equipment costs, running costs, human resource costs is
difficult because of the structure‐complexity and insufficient price data. The most difficult
point is the effect‐comparison of two different methods, for example, a distance education
and a conventional method. This analysis neglects minute costs and uses a practical
method for effect‐comparison based on remote school principal questionnaire data.
The author proposes a “teacher rotation system” which reduces the cost of TV class lesson
in a simple way. The cost‐estimation is focused on this rotation system. The reference
method is a conventional face‐to‐face training. Cost‐effectiveness analysis is done with
school number and school operation period as parameters.
In counting the costs, the investment of NEMC and satellite rent are included. It is because
this analysis is on a long range point of view, not a tentative analysis.
The information source for the estimation is as follows.
z 2000 National CENSUS , National Statistical Office
z Education statistics of Papua New Guinea 2002 , Department of education
z PNG market price data
z This project budget data
z Papua New Guinea Rural Development Handbook, Hanson, L.W., Allen, B.J., Bourke,
R.M. and McCarthy, T.J. (2001), The Australian National University, Canberra.
z PNG Power LTD. Ten year power development plan 2003‐2012
z Muta, H., 1993, Cost and effectiveness of satellite Broadcasting program for
extracurricular lessons, Jinbunronsoh‐18, 1‐12
z G. Rumble, Modeling the Costs and Economics of Distance Education, Michael
Grahame Moore (ed.) and William G. Anderson (ed.), HANDBOOK OF DISTANCE
EDUCATION, 2003
The last two literature helps the author to build the framework of cost effectiveness
analysis.
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The “teacher rotation system“ structure of TV class lesson for whole PNG
education
TV class has two important impacts as follows.
(1) High‐quality lesson for students
(2) Good training for teachers for their skill‐up
To improve the quality of education in PNG by using TV class lesson, there are two ways.
One is a direct way using the impact (1). Another is two‐step way which uses the impact
(2). Increase of skilled teachers trained by TV class lesson is also effective for providing
good education for students. TV class lesson essentially contains two impacts, however,
the difference between the two ways should be carefully studied in cost point of view when
the system is expanded to whole PNG.
Direct way (1) requires many equipments if its impact is expected to whole PNG level.
Suppose that every primary school had reception system and TV sets, it will cost about 40
million Kina, very high cost. On the other hand, two‐step way (2) can drastically reduce
the costs by using a simple method as follows.
Figure 18 explains the rotation system for teacher training using TV class lesson. There is
a school which has TV‐sets and reception system. The school is assumed to have two TV
class teachers. After one year experience of TV class, they leave there to go to other
schools, and the other two teachers come for TV class lesson. The TV‐reception school acts
as a local‐center of teacher training. This is called “rotation system” in this study. When
this operates during 5 years, totally 10 teachers will have TV class lesson experience. This
idea drastically reduces the cost because of sharing the TV class facilities. This analysis
focuses on the teacher rotation system, because it is more practical than the direct way.
The teacher number of two per school is assumed in this analysis however more than two
might be possible.

A remote school with
TV class lesson receiving facility

Figure 18. Schematic view of teacher rotation system
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Cost estimation of TV class lesson
The underlined texts in Figure 19 show cost factors of TV class lesson. The structure is
divided into two parts, central site and remote site. The initial cost and running cost for
the central operation are almost the same as this pilot project, so the cost estimation here is
focused on remote sites. Reception cost consists of TV‐sets, receivers (antenna, decoder,
etc.), and electric power supply. The number of remote schools in this estimation ranged
from 50 to 400.

Satellite

Satellite rent

Reception cost
receiving‐cost
TV cost
Media Center

Recording cost
Model School

Editing cost

50～400 schools

Staff cost

Electric‐power cost
TV station

Transmission cost
‐ central‐

Figure 19.

Remote School

‐ remote ‐

Cost factors of TV class lesson

The cost for reception sites depends on electric power‐supply conditions & TV signal‐wave
receiving conditions. Area dependence of these conditions should be considered in cost
estimation. Urban area is defined in National CENSUS as an area of population beyond
500 and of population density beyond 195 per square kilometers. Rural area is all other
areas. Rural area is classified into two areas: category‐B and category‐C, by DOE. The
definitions are as follows.
z Category‐B is relatively good in access.
for example: 6 hours or less by driving / 3 hours or less by dinghy
z Category‐C area is difficult in access.
The following data is reported by DOE.
z Category‐A: 23%
z Category‐B: 45%
z Category‐C: 32%
This area category data is used for cost‐estimation. The following table summarizes the
assumptions for cost estimation. For electric power‐supply conditions correspond to
area‐category shown in the table. The overall percentage of the availability of electric
power in urban area is relatively high (59%). The percentage of power supply condition
to schools is predicted to be higher, consequently, an approximated value of 100% is
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assumed in this estimation. Gasoline generator is a conventional solution for the area
without power lines because of its reasonable price. It is presumed that gasoline delivery
is very difficult in category‐C area, so the schools in this area are assumed to use solar
systems.
Area‐category

TV‐broadcasting
reception

Terrestrial

Electric power supply

Power‐line

A

B

C

23%

45%

32%

O

O

O

Satellite
O

Gasoline generator

O

Solar power system

O

For TV‐signal receiving, category‐A schools are assumed to receive terrestrial TV‐signal
wave, and the schools in other categories use satellites. The assumption that terrestrial
receiving area and electric power supplied area are the same is not a guesswork because
the locations of electric power stations and terrestrial TV‐transmitters are close as shown in
Figure 3.
The following figure (Figure 20) summarizes the characteristics of three different
electric‐power sources. Gasoline generator is not expensive. The smallest generator with
the output power of 600 W is available about 800 Kina. When we have one litter gasoline
which costs 3 Kina, we can get a power of 600 W for two hours. If we have power line
supply, however, the cost is about 0.22 Kina. So the running cost of generator is about 10
times higher than power line supply. On the other hand, solar power system is expensive:
about 4,800 Kina, the running cost is low.

Generator
1 litter :
3 (Kina)

Solar System
solar panel

800 (Kina)

gasoline
output :
600 (W)

4,800 (Kina)

inverter

～0 (Kina)

battery

2 hours x 600W
Electric Power line

0.22 (Kina)
Electric
Power station
Figure 20.

Characteristics of three different electric‐power sources.
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The following table summarizes the price and the duration (lifetime) of equipments for
reception.
Reception equipments
Price
Duration
Area category
(Kina)
(year)
A
B
C
Television set (29 inch)
3,200
10
O
O
O
Cable/Connectors
140
20
O
O
O
Television stand
500
20
O
O
O
Door/Window/Key/Lock
800
20
O
O
O
Antenna (including installation) 100
20
O
O
O
Satellite dish
2,700
20
O
O
Decoder
2,500
10
O
O
Installation
5,000
‐‐‐
O
O
Diesel electric power generator
800
10
O
Solar panel
2486
20
O
Battery
413
10
O
Inverter etc.
1851
10
O
Figure 21 shows the investment cost percentage of equipments required for reception.
The number of remote school is assumed to 200.
z Category‐A: 46
z Category‐B: 90
z Category‐C: 64
The total cost is 2,879,400 Kina. The major cost for TV signal receiving system in rural
area comprises satellite dish, decoder, and installation fee. The investment of electric
power source is minor.
antenna (inc luding
installatio n)
die se l elec tric po wer
g e ne rato r

telev isio n (29 inc h)

c able /c o nne c to rs

Installatio n

te lev isio n stand
Do o r/Windo w/Key /
Lo c k

satellite dish
de c o der

Figure 21

The investment cost percentage of equipment for reception.

Duration is an important parameter considering continuous operation because all the
equipment will be broken. The concept of depreciation costs is explained in ANNEX‐IX.
Figure 22 shows the running cost and the depreciation cost percentage. In this calculation,
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satellite rent of 4MHz band‐width and the depreciation costs of building and equipment of
NEMC are included. The total year‐cost estimation is 1,476,337 Kina, and almost half is
satellite rent. The electric power supply cost is relatively small. The rest is almost
depreciation costs. The percentage of reception‐equipment in depreciation costs is about
30%.
central‐running
cost
m eintenance
electric pow er
media
equipments
(depreciation)

satellite rent

Media Center
building
(depreciation)
reception
equipments
(depreciation)

Figure 22. The percentages of year cost

Cost estimation of conventional method
TV class lesson has two functions for teachers, teaching students and teaching‐skill training
for themselves. When a teacher wants to enhance teaching skill in conventional way,
he/she should go to teachers college and spend time for a while. In this case, two costs
should be considered, the cost for hiring substitute teacher in his/her school, and the cost
for studying in the teachers college. The latter consists of training fee, transport fee, and
accommodation fee. In this estimation, one year studying is assumed. It almost
corresponds to a process getting a diploma. The stay‐period is estimated as 280 days and
the province‐dependence of transportation fee is taken into account, i.e. the fee for
provinces which have teachers college (eight in PNG) is small, vice versa. The salary for a
substitutive teacher is estimated by the average teacher’s income. This cost estimated here
corresponds to ‘opportunity cost’ which is used in cost‐effectiveness analysis field.

School fee for diploma
Accommodation etc. (280 days)
Transportation ‐outside province‐
Transportation ‐inside province‐
Total (average)
Salary for substitutive teacher
Total

(Kina)
1,400
5,690
2000
500
8,424
7,200
15,624
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Effect‐comparison of two methods
To compare the effects of TV class and conventional method for teacher training is not easy.
Precise effect‐evaluation is essentially possible, but it might take a long time with
sample‐teachers more than 50. In this analysis, rough but reliable method is used.
Figure 23 shows the summary of questionnaire for 17 school‐principals (part of the results
were already mentioned in the previous chapter). The principals pointed out the
improvement of students in attitude, next in communication. They also pointed out
teaching skill improvement on teachers. Knowledge and attitude score is a little bit
smaller. This result is in agreement with the evaluations by other evaluation activities in
this project. This indicates that the observation and appraisal by school‐principals is
reliable. It is reasonable because they daily observe their students and teachers for a long
period.
ʺTV class is suitable for their schoolʺ

student‐score
Student‐Com munication
student‐attitude

Teacher‐Attitude
Teacher‐Know ledge
Teaching Skill
0

Figure 23.

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

The questionnaire answers score summations (N=17)

Figure 24 is the histogram of principal’s answers for the question: “If you want to achieve
the equivalent level of improvement in your school, do you think how many skillful
teachers you need to hire additionally instead of using TV classroom lessons?”.
10
frequency

8
6
4
2
0
2

3

4

a lot

teacherʹs num ber

Figure 24. Histogram of principal answers for the effects of TV class
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Most principals except two principals answered that more than two skillful teacher are
needed. This indicates that the TV class experience is comparable to or beyond
conventional teacher training. From these findings, the following estimation is reasonable
at this stage.
“TV class experience for a teacher corresponds to one year study in teachers college in the
same period.”

Cost‐effectiveness of TV class lesson
Figure 25 shows the average cost per year for a teacher in TV class. The assumed total
class time is 1,000 hours per year. The cost includes depreciation costs and running costs,
and investment of NEMC. Opportunity cost consists of the cost for hiring a substitute
School numbers used in the estimation are 50, 100, 200,
teacher and the cost for studying.
300, and 400. The conditions for estimation are summarized in the following table.
Area‐category
Terrestrial
Satellite
Power‐line
Gasoline generator
Solar power system
TV class hours
Teacher number
Depreciation costs
Satellite rent
NEMC investment

A (23%)
O

B (45%)

C (32%)

O

O

O
O
O
1000 hr (per year)
Two in one school
Included
Included
Included

160,000
50 (school numbers)

140,000

cost per a teacher (Kina)

120,000
100,000
80,000

100

60,000
40,000

200
300

20,000 400

opportunity cost

0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

elapsed years

Figure 25.

The average cost per year for a teacher who does TV class lesson for one year
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The cost reduces in case that the school number increases. It is because the central cost is
shared by number of teacher. The cost reduces when year (period of duration) increases.
It is because the initial investment cost is shared by integrated number of teacher. This
tendency indicates that cost‐effective condition could be obtained with enough school
number and enough time. In the case of school number of 200 and the operation year of 3,
the cost for TV class lesson is almost the same as the conventional case. When the school
number increase, cost efficiency also increases.
This cost estimation neglects some possible cost reduction factors as follows.
study should include these factors to improve the accuracy of estimation.
z

z

Further

TV class lesson
z TV‐centric community income (20 to100 Kina/week)
z Sharing TV‐channel with the other purposes
z Social education
z Health information (HIV AIDS etc.)
z Emergency information
z Satellite rent saving
z Using quite low‐priced decoder and satellite dish popular in neighbor
countries (satellite‐broadcasting descrambling is necessary)
Conventional method
z Saving accommodation fee
z Combination with distance learning with printed materials
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Brief summary of cost‐effectiveness study
This study is the first attempt of cost‐effectiveness analysis of TV class lesson in PNG. The
cost of TV class lesson when it expands to whole PNG is estimated and compared with the
case of conventional method. The model used in this study is TV class lesson in primary
schools for teacher‐training with teacher rotation system which drastically reduces the
remote sites cost. The estimated cost for TV class lesson includes initial investment,
running costs, depreciation costs, and satellite rent (4MHz). The cost of conventional
method consists of two parts, cost for studying in teacher‐college and cost for hiring a
substitute teacher. The effects of two methods are compared using remote school
principal questionnaire data.
Calculation‐result shows that the TV class lesson method has cost advantage when the
school number is more than about 200. This advantage is essentially based on two factors
of TV class lesson. One is the effect on teacher training and another is its simultaneous
characteristics of teaching students and learning teacher‐skills. This analysis indicates
that TV class lesson is an attractive method for whole PNG education for its effects and cost
effectiveness.
z

Proposed model of TV class lesson over whole PNG
z Teacher training rotation system is proposed because of its cost effectiveness
(about 90% cost saving)
z Cost estimation of TV class lesson
z Two trained teacher per one school
z Area categories are taken into consideration
z Electric power source
z Power line (category‐A)/gasoline generator (B)/solar system (C)
z TV broadcasting reception
z Terrestrial (A)/satellite (B&C)
z Costs include
z Initial investment (including Media Centre)
z Running costs / depreciation costs
z Satellite rent (4MHz)
z Cost estimation of conventional case
z For teacher’s skill‐up (studying in teacher college)
z For teaching in his/her classes (hiring substitute teacher)
z Effect comparison
z Based on remote school principal questionnaire data
z Reasonable estimation at this stage:
“TV class experience for a teacher corresponds to one year study in teachers
college in the same period.”

Using this model, the average cost per year for one teacher who uses TV class for one year
was calculated. The assumed total class time is 1,000 hours per year and the school
numbers used in the estimation are 50, 100, 200, 300, and 400.
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z

z

TV class lesson method has cost‐advantage under the following conditions.
z For teacher training using rotation system
z School number is large enough (200 or more) and
z Long operation period (3 years or more)
Cost factors:
z For reception
z Satellite reception equipments & installation is major factor
z Electric power source system is not a major factor
z Running & depreciation costs
z Satellite rent and depreciation costs are major factors
z Electric power generation cost is a minor factor

This estimated impact is based on
z Effectiveness of teacher training with TV class
z Teacher rotation system
z In‐service training
z Simultaneous process of teaching students and learning teacher skills
TV class lesson has other important advantages.
z Possible use in broad areas
z Social education/Health information/Emergency channel
z Rural area TV‐centric community formation
z The government could convey messages effectively through this channel
z Communication channel between teachers in PNG (when remote‐central feedback
is established)
z Information transfer (attitude, manner, knowledge, etc.) from central school
students to remote school students
z Media literacy education for students
z TV class lesson gives students a lot of knowledge of “what TV‐media is”.

In conclusion, this early stage cost‐effectiveness analysis indicates that TV class lesson is an
attractive method for whole PNG education for its effects and cost effectiveness. This
analysis is based on rough estimation, however, the analysis showed some fundamental
tendencies in the relation of cost and several parameters. This formula could be the base for
further studies to obtain more precise analysis.
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BY‐PRODUCT EFFECTS AND ITS POTENTIAL
‐ TV CENTRIC COMMUNITY ‐
Buka island in NSP is one of the most difficult areas in point of traffic access and electric
power supply in PNG. Some schools at this area voluntarily open their TV class room to
community people in weekends. The community people enjoy mainly entertainment
programs on TV, for example, rugby football games. Several schools charge admission for
entrance. In one case, children pay one Kina (US$: 0.3358) and adults three Kina for
entrance. The income is used for gasoline fee of electric power generator for TV class.
This evidence is very important in point of sustainability because the funds from
community people enable to overcome the difficulty of electric power supply shortage, and
it allows the continuous operation of TV class.

The impact of this phenomenon is not only for electric power supply. A provincial
educational adviser mentioned that community people enriched their knowledge
concerning to PNG society and worldwide events through the broadcast programs. The
adviser also pointed out that the closer relationship was build between the community and
the school, and antitheft locks supplied with the cage‐type TV racks had been removed in
one community. It is because the TV set in the community is not an object for stealing, it is
treated as an important “information provider” for the community people. The new
TV‐centric communities resulted in improving community environments.
The TV‐centric community has a great potential in terms of occasion and opportunity since
the TV‐class room can be used for not only educational field but also as kind of tele‐center.
Currently there are insufficient “message channels” to rural areas in PNG, however, it
enables to provide a lot of information for hundred of community people by even one TV
set. The massages and a lot of information such as emergency, daily news, promotions
from the government can be effectively conveyed to entire people through the TV‐centric
communities.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommendations mentioned here are consisted of as follows. The first part is a brief
summary of opinions of stakeholders in PNG which were extracted from the questionnaire
survey performed in the final workshop. The respondents were fifty PNG persons. Thus
the part is recommendation summary from people in venue.
z Summary of recommendations from stakeholders in PNG
z Improvements in project system
z Feedback system (remote site to central site)
z Collaboration with NGOs (Non Governmental Organizations)
z Introduction of new concepts
z Introduction of Media literacy Education
z State TV channel
z Improvements in monitoring survey
z Common indexes and methods
z Questionnaire survey for school principals as an efficient evaluation
z Importance of securing enough number of samples
z Side monitoring
z Introduction of viewpoint of media communication
z Summary of evaluation survey
z Proposal for questionnaire for remote school students
z Monitoring teacher activities

Summary of recommendations from stakeholders in PNG
From the results of the questionnaire survey in the final workshop, issues which
stakeholders in PNG considered to be improved are summarized as follows.
z

z

z

The followings should be improved or be done (with high scores)
z Yearly program
90%
z Model school teacher training
72%
z Curriculum design
64%
z Pace of lesson
62%
z Invite specialists as a guest speaker 62%
z Communication between remote school teachers and curriculum officers
62%
including model teachers
z More research of contents
54%
z Accuracy of contents
52%
z Cost saving
50%
Issues with high scores among teachers
z Pace of lesson (should be slowed down)
z Reduction of noise in the model classroom
z Communication with other teachers
Characteristic comments among free descriptions
z Providing support training, maintenance, infrastructure
z Having own transmission
z Education for handicapped persons
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z
z

Research on distance education in foreign countries
Good statistics and evaluation for the cost of running

Recommendations: Improvements in project system
Establishment of feedback system (remote site to central site)
The current distance education system is one way in information flow although remote
school teachers have a lot of comments about TV class lessons. If their opinions and
comments were adopted in the creation process, the TV class lesson contents would be very
much improved. Communication with the schools located in rural area is not easy,
however, the feedback is essentially possible by postal letters. Periodic monitoring at
remote site classes is also effective.
This feedback system acts not only for improvement of contents but acts as a discussion
loop concerning to education among teachers in PNG. They could discuss the curriculum
and education by using the TV class lesson video contents as common materials. Another
expected effect is enhancement of a sense of ownership in remote school teachers. Being
involved in the contents creation makes the teachers much motivated.

Collaboration with NGOs (Non Governmental Organizations)
Recently it is strongly recommended for projects to be involved with NGOs. During this
project period, concerns for NGOs had not been paid very much, however, the subsequent
survey showed the existence of NGOs which might have good partnership with distance
education activity. The examples are as follows.
z Help Resources, Wewak
HELP is the acronym for Health, Education, Livelihood and Participation for all. It is a
local NGO in Wawak area in ESP which was founded in 1998. Their current activities are
development library, desktop publishing service, and development training and adult
learning curriculum. There is a potential for collaboration with them to enhance the
improvements of this distance education.
z C.E.Net
This NGO acts for establishing information channels in PNG. It might be possible to
make good communication channels between the central site and the remote sites in
collaboration with them.

Recommendations: Introduction of new concepts
Introduction of Media literacy Education
This type of distance education results in exposing TV media to students and community
people. TV media content is generally designed with an intension of a creator.
Sometimes what the media content shows is different from the real events. Media literacy
is the ability to recognize the real information in the media contents. Media has a huge
power in implanting information, thinking ways, etc., in people’s minds. Introduction of a
new media should be accompanied with media literacy education. It is great that 50%
respondents in questionnaire survey in the final workshop, suggested “media literacy” as
an important factor/field of education in PNG.
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State TV channel
Enough information channels have not been established in PNG. PNG still has problems
in traffic access and information infrastructures. TV broadcasting is a possible and
powerful tool for PNG, and it is a rich and quick information channel from the government
to the rural area people. The expected messages are not only educational contents, but
emergency message like earthquake/Tsunami information, cautionary notices of HIV AIDS
and smoking, and government news, etc., which were appeared by our survey. This
project resulted in finding the following two points which indicates potentials of state TV
channel.
z Possible TV signal receiving in rural area
About 90% regions in PNG have no electric power supply, and the terrestrial TV coverage
is also restricted. This project had proved that even in rural area schools could
sustainablly receive TV signals by introducing satellite reception system and electric
generation systems such as gasoline generator and solar panel system.
z Impact of TV centric community
This community collect fund for running fee of the TV reception system. It was also
proved that one TV set could convey message to hundred of people.
Thus, the framework of receiving TV broadcasting in rural area had been well established
by this project activity.
There is another advantage of having a state TV channel. The commercial TV station,
EMTV, had taken on high level of scrambling for TV signals for copyright protection. As a
result, receivers should use high‐end equipments for reception, decoders and dishes. This
situation causes a significant increase in the cost for reception. Actually, the cost
difference between the high‐end equipment used in this project and the cheapest one
available in neighboring country such as Indonesia, is about 4,800 Kina. The cost of
several hundreds of reception systems is comparable with the cost of transmission system
for TV broadcasting signal. Therefore, the precise cost analysis is necessary to minimize
the total cost of this type of education system. It is possible that establishing state TV
channel reduces the total cost of distance education in some particular conditions.

Recommendations: Improvements in monitoring survey
Common indexes and methods
The index of evaluation and the monitoring methods had not been established at the start
point of this project. They were developed during the project period. In the next step, it
will be very important to evaluate the performances of students and teachers with common
indexes and methods. Use of common indexes and methods enables comparison of data
in a wide range, which is efficient and also results in deep understanding of the
phenomena.

Questionnaire survey for school principals as an efficient evaluation
The evaluation activities in this project showed the effectiveness of questionnaire survey of
students and teachers by using school principals as respondents. Their answer tendency
of school principals well agreed with the results obtained by questionnaire survey for
students and teachers, and also agreed with observations by monitoring experts. The
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survey by school principals has advantages of convenience in acquiring data and of its long
term observation. This efficient survey should be widely and frequently used when this
type of education is distributed.

Importance of securing enough number of samples
Securing enough number of target subjects is very important for statistical analysis. In
this evaluation study, all the correlation relationships between the examination data and
the questionnaire answer data of students were investigated. These two kinds of surveys
were performed independently, so it is necessary to find the correspondence of the two
data sets. There is no subject identity data, the correspondence is obtained only in the
class level, i.e., the class averaged values of examination scores and questionnaire answers
could be compared.
For instance, a correlation coefficient (r) of 0.51 was obtained between the examination class
average and an index concerning to preference of TV class lesson among eight class
averaged data pairs. In this case, the 95% confidence interval of correlation coefficient is
‐0.89 < r < 0.29. It means that no significant correlation is observed. If the subject level
correspondence were obtained, correlation analysis with sample number of about 200 will
be possible. When the sample number is 200, 95% confidence interval is 0.40 < r < 0.60. It
corresponds to an existence of significant correlation relationship. Thus, the enough
target sample number is very important for analysis.
Figure 26 shows the calculated sample number dependences of 95% confidence intervals
for correlation coefficient of 01, 02, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9, respectively. This
graph shows the followings.
z the interval becomes narrower with increasing the sample number
z the band width is narrower when the correlation coefficient is high
Thus, larger number of target samples is required for finding a phenomenon with lower
correlation coefficient. In other word, larger number of target samples enable finding
relationships with lower correlation coefficients.
correlation coefficient
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Figure 26.

The target sample number dependences of 95% confidence intervals for
correlation coefficient of 01, 02, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9, respectively.
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The correlation relationship does not equal to the causality itself. The relationship is one
of the observable phenomena caused by the causality. However, it is very important to
obtain such kind of relationships to investigate the causalities lying behind the phenomena.

Side monitoring
As mentioned above, monitoring of academic achievements for students also provided
useful information relating to basic educational situations in PNG, such as age distribution
in classes. The impacts of monitoring activities should be reaffirmed because this
opportunity could be used as valuable studies of problems which are the basis of the
project. This type of survey is strongly recommended in further studies within being less
onerous. The candidates of side monitoring indexes are as follows.
z Survey related to large drop out rates
z “When did you repeat year?”
z “What is the reason of delay for repeating year?”
z “What have you done in the period you had not been in school?”
z “Did you have any problems after restarted studying in the school?”
z Communication tendency
z Future consideration
z WIFY
WIFY is questionnaire system based on a question, “What is most Important For You?”
established by Msaki Moriyama, M.D. This question had been developed for
knowing children’s thinking in the raw. Questionnaire is usually designed based on
examiner’s knowledge and respondent model. Sometimes it is very difficult to get
information what children really think/worry. WIFY is a special and effective
questionnaire which minimizes the effects of examiner’s hypothesis. The detail of
WIFY is appeared in ANNEX‐XIII.

Introduction of viewpoint of media communication
In this project, the monitoring was mainly focused on educational viewpoint. From the
standpoints of media communication, it is very interesting how remote school students
were affected by viewing the activities of the model school class. The TV class video
conveys not only educational contents but the attitudes of students, communication
between students, atmospheres in the model school class, etc. The remote school students
might be stimulated by the model school activities through the contents, and as a result, the
remote school students might be highly motivated. They might also feel friendly toward
the model‐school students as is expected from the study “Mere Exposure Effect” by Zajonc,
R. B. in which he showed that the mere exposure of unrelated persons’ photographs causes
good feelings about them (Zajonc,R.B.,1968, Attitudinal Effects of Mere Exposure, Journal
of Personality and Social Psychology, Monograph Supplement, 9, 1‐27.). Remote school
students might have impressions of some kind of affinity for model school students.
Long term experience of viewing the model class has a potential of affecting remote school
students in various kind of ways. The effects might have significant impacts on remote
student activities, academic achievements, attitudes, etc. Investigations of such effects
would be useful to improve this type of distance education.
The followings are candidates in questionnaire. Correlation studies between these
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indexes and the other indexes such as academic achievements are of course important.
z “Do you feel close to the model school students?”
z “Do you want to communicate with the model school students?”
z If “Yes”, “What do you want to talk about?”
z “What difference do you feel between your class and the model school class?”

Summary of evaluation survey
As the previous chapter shows, monitoring activity is essentially important for
improvement of education system. Surveys with on pre‐arranged methods should be
performed on a regular basis for all remote schools in the project. If the monitoring
activities were difficult for some schools, it would worth while to think the reduction of the
number of pilot remote‐schools in order to secure monitoring achievements.
To perform systematic evaluation survey, it is important to organize the information related
to evaluation. The followings are lists of components in evaluation with some comments.
z

Targets for survey
z Student’s activities
z Teacher’s activities
z TV class lesson contents
z Training / workshop activities
z Project performance

z

Assessors
z Student
z Teacher
z School principal
z Other stakeholder
z Monitoring expert
Above these, data obtained by students, teachers, school principals are fundamental.
Survey targeted to school principals had not been widely performed in this project,
however, it was found to be very efficient because the data is well summarized and the
operation is convenient.
z

Methods
z Examination
z Questionnaire
z Interview
z Observation
z Group discussion

z Data sets
The correspondence of student identity and evaluated data is required for precise analysis
as mentioned before. Using student identification number is strongly recommended.
Student name is not convenient because it is often hard to recognize the spelling. All
evaluated data should be accompanied with subject identity, evaluation method, index,
assessor, time, related conditions. Thoughtful plan of survey is necessary to obtain data
sets in order.
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z Evaluation indexes
This distance education project aimed to improve academic activities of students.
However, once students experienced TV media, the media has various kinds of effects on
students. These effects might be a part of origin improving academic achievements.
Evaluation indexes based on wide range of viewpoints should be prepared.
z Examination score
Examination questions could be decomposed to several parts, for example, questions
which examine student knowledge, thinking way, ability of calculation, etc. It is
worth while to get scores corresponding to the parts of questions. Multivariate
statistical technique could be applied to analyze such kind of data. It is important to
make clear what kind of ability students acquired through TV class lesson. A little
ingenuity would help to understand the mechanism how TV class lesson affects
student academic achievements.
z Questionnaire
As mentioned before, TV media has various kinds of effects on students. It is strongly
recommended to prepare questions based on wide viewpoints. It should also be
noted that monitoring activities in this kind of project could acquire information about
basic data such as age distribution, repeating year situation, its reason, and social
situation of students, etc.
The other important point in designing questionnaire is how to use free description
style answers. Check type answers for a question are essentially designed based on
knowledge of examiners. Free descriptions by respondents are very important to
obtain information beyond the knowledge of examiners.
The check answers are convenient for analysis, on the other hand, the free descriptions
are hard to be compiled. A question with free description answer is recommended to
be specific, not ambiguous but concrete. A good example is as follows.
“Which do you like TV class lesson or conventional lesson?”
Answer: “Yes” or “No”
“What is the reason?”
Answer: ________________________________________(free descriptions)
The obtained free descriptions should be compiled for studying the relationship with
other data. The analysis based on text‐mining shown in the previous section could be
applied. This is a method which enables the free description data convert to
numerical variables.
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Proposal for questionnaire for remote school students
The followings are proposals to take effective questionnaire surveys on remote school
students.
z

Survey on person attribute
z Grade
z Age
z Gender
z If age is over the one corresponding to the grade,
z Repeat year
z Its reason
z What he/she had done in the period not in school
z Problems to restart studying in the school
z Family makeup

z

Survey on himself/herself
z Study activity
z Study hard or not
z Be good at studies or not
z Favorite subjects
z Be active in class or not
z Communication trends
z Communicate well or not with friends
z Communicate well or not with teachers
z Communicate well or not with parents
z Communicate well or not with family
z Future issues
z Expectation for higher schooling
z Job occupation
z Dream in his/her life
z Other
z WIFY (“What is most important for you?”)

z

Survey on student home
z Job at home
z Homework activity
z Enjoyment
z Patentʹs expectation
z For him/her
z For education
z For school

z

Survey on student school
z School life
z Enjoyable or not
z Favorite thing to do
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z

z

z Troubles
Class (for both conventional and TV class)
z Enjoyable or not
z Concentration
z Understanding
z Interest
z Motivation
Teachers
z Good or bad in teaching
z Communication is good or not

z

Survey on TV class lesson
z Which he/she likes TV class lesson or conventional lesson
z Which is better: TV class lesson or conventional lesson
z TV class enhances academic achievement or not
z Advantage of TV class lesson
z Disadvantage of TV class lesson

z

Survey on model school
z Impression
z Difference between his/her class and the model school class
z Feels friendly toward the model school students/teachers or not
z Desires communication with them or not

Monitoring teacher activities
It was proved by this project that TV class lesson is very effective in teacher training. This
project had been designed essentially for students, thereby the evaluation for teachers were
not sufficiently prepared.
The most important is what ability remote school teachers acquired through performing
TV class lessons. Improvements in teaching skills were well evaluated with observations
by school principals and monitoring experts, however, improvement in knowledge was out
of evaluation. It is difficult to say a kind of examination for teachers is practical or not, but
evaluating the improvement of teacher knowledge is quite helpful to develop the education
system. Periodic report in which teachers review their improvements about teaching skill
and knowledge is also effective.
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SUMMARY

Projects in international cooperation fields are usually evaluated in the view point of the
five evaluation ‐ criteria, Relevance, Effectiveness, Efficiency, Impact, and Sustainability ‐
which was proposed in 1991 by the Development Aid Committee (DAC) of the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD).
This author
summarizes along with the five evaluation criteria.
z Relevance
As the Millenium Development Goals includes ʺAchieve universal primary educationʺ,
development in basic education is one of the most important issues in the world, and PNG
is no exception. PNG has also a particular difficulty in the access of education. The
appropriate application of ICT is eagerly expected in this country. The high expectation
for this project by the stakeholders in PNG proves the relevance of this project.
z Effectiveness
The effects of TV class lessons on students were enough demonstrated by various kinds of
monitoring with statistical analysis. Significant effects on teachers were also found.
Their teaching skills were drastically improved through the experience of TV class lesson.
This finding is in the extreme important for development of education because of its
significant effects and the characteristics like in‐service training, i.e., teachers could
improve their abilities on the job not by undergoing special learning.
z Efficiency
The specifications of input equipments and facilities are appraised to be appropriate by the
stakeholders. The effects of workshops and trainings were also well appreciated. These
evidences prove that the project has enough efficiency.
z Impact
Large impact on students was proved by the monitoring activities. Cost‐effectiveness
analysis for whole PNG education shows the relevance of TV class lesson for teacher
training. It indicates that PNG is able to get a new and effective way to enhance its
educational development. The impact of cost effectiveness is beyond the impact
expected at the start of project. Creation of TV centric community found in this project
has a function of continuous operation and large potential for TV class to enhance
community activities in rural area. This distance education method is widely applicable to
countries which suffer from educational difficulties.
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z Sustainability
This project could not fully prove the sustainability of the education activities.
Professional content creation skill has been established through this project. And three are
some evidences such as voluntary activities, community formation with gathering electric
power fee, having study meetings, introducing TV class at non‐pilot schools.
As mentioned before, NEMC prepared well organized guidebooks which incorporate
teaching method, management technique of TV class lesson, and technical information for
receiving equipment maintenance for remote school teachers. These documents are very
helpful when stakeholders maintain their activities over the project period.

Conclusion
This project provided a solution for the educational difficulties in PNG by recording model
class lessons and transmitting them to remote schools. During the project, the following
activities were established.
z Class design
z Model class lesson at the capital
z Video‐recording and editing of the model class lesson
z Transmission for rural area by satellite and terrestrial
z Reception at remote schools
z Lesson by remote school teacher using TV class lesson contents
Remarkable achievements had been done during two years and a half.
z Total 1,762 TV class lesson contents
z Grade‐7
z Science, Social Science
z Grade‐11
z Mathematics, Geography, Physics
The effects of TV class lesson on students and teachers were demonstrated by several
monitoring activities.
z Remote school students
z Academic achievements
z Examination scores of Science and Social Science (grade‐7)
z Attitudes
z Questionnaire for students
z Observations by teachers, school principals, monitoring experts
z Remote school teachers
z Teaching skills / attitudes
z Questionnaire for teachers
z Observations by school principals, monitoring experts
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TV class lesson system showed cost‐effectiveness in the following conditions.
z Education enhancement through teacher training by TV class lesson
z Introduction of remote‐school teacher rotation system
The cost effectiveness of TV class lessons are obtained essentially by the following factors.
z Excellent effects on teacher in teaching skill
z In‐service training
By‐product effect of TV‐centric community was observed. It has several potentials as
follows.
z Sustains the function of TV program reception/ display (including electric power fee)
z Good relationship between school and community
z Candidate as an efficient message channel from the central to remote
The established distance education system using model‐class recording method would be
applicable in other countries which suffer from educational difficulties like PNG.
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ANNEX ‐ I

Examination sheet

‐ Grade 7

Science 2004 ‐

For each question choose the best answer and write A or B or C or D in the space provided
on the answer sheet.
1.

How many centimeters are in 120 millimeters?
A) 2
B) 12
C) 120
D) 1200

2.

Our tongue has taste buds that can detect different types of flavors? How many basic
types of flavors are there?
A) 6
B) 5
C) 4
D) 3
E) 2

3.

The distance from Lae to Goroka is best measured in
A) millimeters
B) centimeters
C) meters

D) decimeter

4.

Which of the following is a unit for volume?
A) Square meter
B) Cubic meter
C) Meter D) Kilometer

5.

What is the length of object Y in millimeters?
0cm
1cm

A) 160 mm

B) 18 mm C) 16 mm

E) kilometers

2cm

Object Y
D) 1.8 cm

6.

For an acurate reading of the volume of a liquid, the scale should be read from the
bottom of the curved surface of the liquid. This curved surface is called a
A) meniscus
B) measure
C) area
D) scale

7.

A100cm pendulum swings past the vertical point P, 60 times in 60 seconds

P
How many times would the pendulum swing past point P in four minutes?
A) 360 times
B) 240 times
C) 200 times
D) 180 times E) 120 times
8.

Study the experiment below carefully.
ml
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ml
15
15

10
10

5
5

What is the volume of the stone in cubic centimeter?
A) 6
B) 8
C) 10
9.

What is the time as shown on the clock?
12
11

1

10

2

9

3
8

4
7

A) 5:10

D) 12

B) 5:30

5
6
C) 5:50 D) 6:10

E) 6:50

10. Which direction should an observer face in order to find the Southern cross.
A) East
B) North
C) South
D) West
11. If the sky is observed at the same time every night, it can be seen that the sky seems to
turn a little further to the
.
A) East B) West C) North D) South
12. The angle of a star up from the horizon is called the :
A) height B) distance
C) elevation
D) azimuth

E) horizon

13. When does the eclipse of the sun occur? When the
A) sun is covered by heavy block clouds.
B) moon comes between the sun and the Earth.
C) Earth comes between the sun and the moon.
D) moon orbits the Earth.
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14. What is the name of the galaxy that our planet earth is part of? The
A) millions of stars.
B) Solar system.
C) Andormeda.
D) milky way.
15. How long does it take the Earth to move around the Sun?
A) 265 1/4 days
B) 266 1/4days
C) 306 1/4 days D) 365 1/4days
16. How much of the Earth’s surface is covered by water?
A) 1/4
B) 1/2
C) 3/4

D) 9/10

17. As the Earth orbits around the Sun it also spins on its axis once every
A) 60 minutes
B) 120 minutes
C) 12hours
D) 24 hours
18. Which of these gasses, make up the main portion of the Earth’s atmosphere?
A) carbon dioxide and hydrogen only
B) oxygen, nitrogen and carbon dioxide
C) hydrogen, methane and oxygen
D) carbon dioxide and helium
19. The following terms are all used in the structure of the Earth
i) mantle
ii) outer liquid core
iii) crust iv) inner solid core
Which of the following answer bellow contains the order of structure of the Earth
from inside to outside?
A) ii – iii – i – iv
B) i ‐ iv – ii – iii
C) iv – ii – i – iii
D) i – iii – iv ‐ ii

20. Which one of the following planets is the closest to the sun?
A) Venus B) Mercury
C) Mars D) Earth
21. Which of the following planets is often said to be the morning star or the evening star?
A) Mercury
B) Pluto C) Jupiter
D) Mars E) Venus
22. What is the name of the belt of widely separated lumps of rocks that orbit the sun
between Mars and Jupiter?
A) meteorites
B) comets
C) meteors
D) asteroids
23. What is the word that describes the change of state which occurs when you are
heating water to make a pot of tea
A) condensation
B) solidification
C) boiling
D) Evaporation
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24. Which of these elements is a non‐metallic substance?
A) Copper B) Sulphur
C) Iron
D) Mercury
25. Which of these is not an element?
A) carbon dioxide B) oxygen

C) nitrogen

D) hydrogen

26. Which of these is the property of a metallic element?
A) It’s dull in appearance when cleaned.
B) It cannot be beaten into shapes.
C) It allows electricity to flow through.
D) It’s light.
27. Which of these substances is soluble in water?
A) salt
B) sand
C) saw‐dust

D) mud

28. Which of these diagrams show the possible result of garden soil which was mix with
water, then left to stand on the bench for a day.

W

29. Mr. Pia is about to paint the house but he realizes that the paint is thick and it needs to be
thinned. Name the solvent which is used for this purpose.
A) kerosene
B) turps C) water D) oil
30. Which of the following statement is not true?
A) Plants do not make their own food
B) Man comes under the group pf mammal
C) Some animals can defend themselves
D) Plants are divided into two groups, flowering and non‐flowering
31. Frogs live both on land and in water, but usually lay their eggs and develop
their young in water only. Which class of animals do frogs belong to?
A) reptiles
B) birds
C) amphibians
D) mammals
32. Which of the statements below is not true about animals?
Animals:
A) move around to search for food.
B) stay in one place they do not have to search for food.
C) do not contain chlorophyll so they are not able to make food.
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D) have compact bodies which are easier to move around to find food.
33. The five groups of vertebrates are
A) insects, reptiles, crocodiles, birds and fish.
B) amphibians, fish , mammals, birds and reptiles.
C) reptiles, birds, mammals, fish and whales.
D) snakes vertebrates, invertebrates plants and dogs.
34. Choose the correct word and the letter, A or B or C or D in the blank space on
the answer sheet.
All matter consist of 34
A) force
B) particles
C) compounds
D) solid
35. Which of the following diagrams best represents the particles of solid

36. What kind of energy is produced when two solid objects rubbed against each other?
A) solar B) potential
C) chemical
D) mechanical
E) heat
37. Which of the following materials is a poor conductor of heat?
A) wooden spoon
B) an aluminium rod
C) a frying pan
D) a tea spoon
38. Which word is used to describe the way that heat energy can travel very quickly from
particle to particle?
A) heat energy
B) conduction
C) convection
D) radiation

39. Jacob was wearing a black shirt on a fine Sunny afternoon. Jacob complained
to Jack that he was feeling hot. Which of following best explains why Jacob
is feeling hot?
A) Is not comfortable to wear a black shirt.
B) Reflects too much heat.
C) Absorbs too little heat.
D) Adsorbs too much heat.
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40. Which of following is the best conductor of heat?
A) nichrome
B) copper
C) plastic D) wood
41. The sick person puts a thermometer in his mouth . The mercury rises up quickly
because of;
A) pressure of his tongue
B) heat from the body
C) saliva in the mouth
D) expansion of the glass
42. When a solid is heated the particles:
A)stay the same
B) decrease in size
C) increase in number
D) increase their speed of vibration
43. A substance expands when heated because :
A) all hot substances contract when heat energy is increased.
B) hot substances need more space to occupy for moving
C) heat produces more particles so it expands to allow more space
D) heat produces less particles so it moves around more.
44. A copper strip and steel strip of equal length are stuck together, when heated,
this compound bends. This happens because :
A) the copper and steel expand by different amounts
B) the strip becomes soft and gets melted.
C) the steel becomes a magnet and bends the copper.
D) heat always bend pieces of metal
45. Choose the correct letter e.g. A or B or C or D and write it on the answer sheet.
A
45
is a mixture that is formed when a solid substance dissolves in a liquid.
A) substance
B) solute
C) solvent
D) solution
Emi tasol .

Good luck!
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ANNEX – II

Examination sheet

‐ Grade 7

Social Science 2004 ‐

For each question choose the best answer and write A or B or C or D or E in the space provided
on the answer sheet .
1.

Why do we study history?
A) Just for the sake of studying it.
B) Because teachers teach us.
C) Because it helps us understand our customs and traditions.
D) Because looking at maps is interesting.

2.

Geologists are scientists who study:
A) cell
B) history
C) the moon
D) the earth

3. The land that joined Australia and New Guinea together during the Ice Age period was
known as:
A) Ice land
B) Sahul
C) Australia
D) Oceania
4.Where did the first Papua New Guineans come from?
A) South East Asia B) South America C) Alaska

D) Africa

5.

Which of the following is a food plant brought to Papua New Guinea by our ancestors?
A) sugar cane
B) taro
C) banana
D) coconuts

6.

Which traders were the first to go to East and West Sepik?
A) Chinese traders B) Malay traders C) Indonesian traders
traders

D)

Papuan

7.

Which religion was the first to come to Papua New Guinea in the Woodlark islands?
A) United B) Anglican
C) Roman Catholic D) Lutheran

8.

Who declared Papua to be a protectorate of Britain in 1884?
A) Commodore Eskine
B) Albert Hahl
C) William MacGregar
Elizabeth II

9.

Jorge de Meneses is
A) a Spanish
Englishman

B) a Portuguese

10. Papua means:
A) curly or frizzy haired
brown hair

A) hard haired

C) a Dutch

C) soft haired

D) Queen

D)

an

D)

11. The type of government which we have in Papua New Guinea was started by the:
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A) Chinese and Malays
B) Indonesians and Papua New Guinea
C) Australians and Europeans
D) Americans and Japanese

Questions 12 – 13 refer to the map.
12) Who did not sail around Papua New Guinea but sailed
through Asia?
A) MagellanB) Tasman
C) Torres
D) Cook E) Dampier
13) Who was the first explorer to sail through the shallow water of
Torres Strait which separates Papua New Guinea and Australia?
a) Magellan
b) Tasman
c) Torres d) Cook
e) Dampier
14) When did the Second World War start and end?
A) . 1939 and 1945 B). 1934 and 1945 C) 1933 and 1945

D) 1931 and 1945

15) In what year did the Japanese capture Rabaul?
A) 1942
B) 1931 C) 1939 D) 1945
16) When did Papua New Guinea gain its Independence?
A) 1973
B) 1975 C) 1950 D) 1964
17) In what year were Papua and New Guinea united?
A) 1947
B) 1949 C) 1950 D) 1964
Match the words in List A to their meanings in List B
List A
List B
18) Parliament
A) the written rules which set
out how a country should be
governed.
19) Coalition
B) the chief law‐marking body
of a country.
20) Constitution
C) two or more
political parties joined together to form a government
21) Government
D) joined together or
acting together
E) the elected group of people who organize the nation’s
affairs.
Questions 22‐25 refer to the time line below.
Choose the events A,B,C and D that occurred on the time
line.
22.

A) Elections for first House of Assembly
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23.
24.
25.

B) Papua New Guinea became Independent
C) Papua New Guinea became self‐ governing
D) Election for second House of Assembly
Questions 26 – 27 refer to the photo.
26. Who is he?
A) Sir. Michael Somare
C) Sir. John Guise
E) Mr. MacGregor

B) Mr. Peter Lus
D) Sir. William

27. He was the first:
A) Governor of Papua
B) Papua New Guinea Prime Minister
C) Papua New Guineas Speaker of House
Assembly
D) Chief Justice
Match the words in List A to their meanings in List B
List A
List B
28. Landform
A) the centre
29. Hemisphere
B) the shape of the land
30. Latitude
C) half a globe
31. the core
D) lines that go from east to west
E) lines that go form north to south
Questions 32‐33 refer to the map.
32. If the teacher is facing the class ,what
is the feature on her or his right?
A) Door
B) Window
C) Desk D) Wall

33. What is the term used on a map that
shows how big a place or an area
really is.
A) Key
B) Scale
C) Symbols
D) Title

Questions 34 – 36 refer to the graph
34. What was the maximum temperature
on Tuesday?
A) 230C
B) 300C
C) 310C
D) 340C
35. What was the temperature range for
Saturday?
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A) 20C B) 40C C) 60C
D) 80C E) 290C
36. What is this graph called?
A) Weather graph
B) Column graph
C) Line graph
D) Rain graph

Questions 37 – 38 refer to the map :
37. How many large scale coffee plantations do
we have in Papua New Guinea?
A) 8
B) 18
C) 180 D) 800

38. What are the commercial activities in
the Manus province?
A) Fishing B) Tourism C) Cocoa
D) Copra
E) Coffee
F) sugar

Questions 39 – 40
refer to the map.
Work out the distance between
the major ports.
39. Kiunga to Lae
A) 5km
B) 500km
C) 625 km
D) 750 km
40. Port Moresby
to Lorengau
A) 750 m
B) 7.5 km
C) 750 km
D) 875 km

Match the best words in List B to their meanings in List A.
List A
List B
41. Goods that are sold to overseas countries
A) rice
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42. A group of houses
43. Places where people live
44. The main food of group of people

B) staple
C) shop
D) village
E) import
F) settlements

Questions 45 – 47 refer to the family tree above.
45. How many children does James and Xena have?
A) 4
B) 6
C) 8
D) 10
46. How many generations are there in this family?
A) 2
B) 4
C) 8
D) 12
47. How many grand children does Xena have?
A) 6
B) 10
C) 11
D)
12
Choose the correct words from the list below
and write only the correct letter e.g.
A,B,C,etc. in the blank spaces on the answer
sheet.
48.
is the set of ideas,
beliefs, values and
49.
which is shared by a group of people and
passed
on
to
their
50
.
A) values B) taboo C)
attitude
D) culture
E) father
F) ancestor
G) children
knowledge

H) respect

I) song

J)

Questions 51 –54 refer to the Population Graph
51. What was the population of the world in
1950?
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A) 1 million
C) 3.8 billion

B) 2.8 billion
D) 4billions

52. Which country will have the biggest
population in 2150?
A) Africa B) India C) China
D) Other Asia
53. What is the expected population of the
world in 2050?
A) 8 million B) 10 million
C) 12 million D) 8 billion
E) 10 billion F) 12 billion
54. Which part of the world will have no increase after about the year 2000?
A) Africa

B) India

C) China

D) Other Asia

Choose the best word below and write only the letter, e.g.
A or B or C or D in the blank space on the answer sheet
Kigali:
Pervious
55
wars in Rwanda were
largely in northern provinces but, today genocide covers
the breadth and width of the tiny Central Africa.
A) religious

B) sprits

C) world

D) ethnic

56. What does genocide mean?
A) Killing of all first born children
B) Study of a dying race of people
C) Killing or destroying a race of people
D) Chemical gas used to poison people
57. Where is Rwanda on the Map? A,B,C,D or E?

58. What is polygamy?
A) Women come into land.
B) To have one wife or husband but have lots of girlfriends and boyfriends.
C) It’s a sickness.
D) To have more than one wife or husband.
59. When a child is left without parents . He / She is called
A) a widow
B) a witch doctor
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C) a nomads
D) an orphan
60.

Why does Chinese couple wants to have sons rather than daughters? Because
A) the population is increasing rapidly in Chaina.
B) it’s good to have sons.
C) daughters are too expensive.
D) sons are stronger than daughters.

Emi tasol !! Good luck!!
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ANNEX ‐ III
Province

2004 examination survey target schools
Class

TV‐class

Central

Brown River P/School(PC)

School Name

School No
1

7A

No

Central

Gaire P/School

2

7A

No

Central

Lealea P/School (NPC)

3

Average

No

Central

Porebada P/School

7C

Yes

Central

Porebada P/School

Class:7A

No

Central

Sogeri P/School

7A

Yes

Central

Sogeri P/School

5

7B

No

EHP

Asaro P/School

6

Class:7B

No

EHP

Asaro P/School

6T

Class:7A

Yes

EHP

East Goroka P/School, Ave

7T

7A & 7C

Yes

EHP

Faniufa Sacred Heart,Average

8

7C & 7 B

No

EHP

Gama Lutheran P/S

9

Class:7C

No

EHP

Ginitoka P/S Average

10

7.1 & 7.2

No

EHP

Iufi‐Iufa P/School

Class:7B

Yes

EHP

Iufi‐Iufa P/School

11

Class:7A

No

EHP

Mando P/School Average

12

7A & 7B

No

EHP

N/Goroka P/S Average

13

7A & 7C

No

EHP

Namta P/School

14T

Class:7A

Yes

EHP

Sioke P/School

15T

Class:7A

Yes

EHP

Sioke P/School

Class:7B

No

EHP

W/Goroka P/S Average

Class:7.1

Yes

EHP

W/Goroka P/S Average

EHP

YC Code Center

ESP

Boikin P/School

4T
4
5T

11T

15

Average

ESP

Hawain P/School

ESP

Kaindi D/P/School

ESP

Kaindi D/P/School Ave

16T
16

7.2 ‐ 7.5

No

9 & 10

Yes

18

Class:8B

No

19

Class:7A

No

Class:7A

Yes

7B & 7C

No

17T

20T
20

ESP

Passam P/School

Class:7

Yes

NCD

Bomana P/School Average

21T
22

7

No

NCD

Tokarara P/School

23

Class:7B

No

NCD

Wardstrip D/P/School

24T

Class:7C(PC)

Yes

NSP

Arawa P/School

25T

Average

Yes

NSP

Hahalis P/School

Average

No

NSP

Hahela P/School

26T

Average

Yes

NSP

Hamatana P/School

27T

Class:7A

Yes

NSP

Hanahan P/School

28

Class:7A

No

NSP

Hantoa P/School Average

29

7,HS 7 T

No

NSP

Kekesu P/School

30

Class:7A

No

NSP

Malasang P/School

Average

Yes

NSP

Matthew Tabik Memorial

32

Class:7 NA

No

26

31T
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NSP

Petats Primary School

33

Class:7

No

NSP

Peter Lahis P/School

34

Class:7 I

No

NSP

Pororan P/School

35

Class:7 A

No

NSP

Sohano P/School

Class:7

Yes

NSP

Sorom P/School (PC)

37

Average

No

NSP

Tearouki P/School

38

Class:7

No

NSP

Tupukas P/School

Average

Yes

36T

39T
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ANNEX ‐ IV

Questionnaire sheet for students (ref‐A11‐2004)

Post investigation and the questionnaire for Buka and Goroka

For Student

The answer to this questioner is not related to your achievement. Please write
honestly. We will not show your answer to your teacher.

Please tell me, your age:

years old,

your grade:

,

your sex:

male

Q1 What school subjects do you like most?
Q2 What school subjects do you not like most?
Q3‐1 What do you think about math lessons?
(1) I like math very much.
(3) I don’t like math.
(2) I like math.
(4) I hate math.
Q3‐2 What do you think about science lessons?
(1) I like science very much.
(3) I don’t like science.
(2) I like math.
(4) I hate science.
Q3‐3 What do you think about geography lessons?
(1) I like geography very much.
(3) I don’t like geography.
(2) I like geography.
(4) I hate geography.
Q3‐4 What do you think about social science lessons?
(1) I like social science very much.
(3) I don’t like social science.
(2) I like social science.
(4) I hate social science.
Q3‐5 Do you enjoy your school life?
(1) I enjoy it very much.
(2) I enjoy it.
(3) I don’t enjoy it.
(4) I hate
it.
Q4 To what grade of school do you want to advance in the future?
(1) To primary school
(2) To secondary school
(3) To college or university
(4) Others
Q5
What kind of job do you want to have in the future?
Q6

Q7

Do you talk about your school life with your family?
(1) Yes
(2) No
→If you answer Yes, what do you talk about? About your friends? About
study?
How do you think about TV Broadcast class?
Please circle one number for each category.

I enjoy TV Broadcast class?

I can concentrate on TV Broadcast
class?

Strongly
agree
1

Somewhat
agree
2

Rarely
agree
3

Never agree

1

2

3

4

4
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I feel early to end for TV Broadcast
class?

1

2

3

4

It is easy for me to understand TV
Broadcast class?

1

2

3

4

I want to study more after TV
Broadcast class?

1

2

3

4

I ‘m looking forward to attend TV
Broadcast class?

1

2

3

4

Q8‐1. In which class do you study better, TV Broadcast class or ordinary Non TV class?
Q8‐2. Why?
Q9‐1 What is the good points of TV Broadcast class for you?
Q9‐2 What is the bad points of

TV Broadcast class for you?

Q9‐3

What is the good points of ordinary Non TV class for you?

Q9‐3

What is the bad points of ordinary Non TV class for you?

Q10 Please tell me some comments for the TV teacher or the TV students or your teacher.
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ANNEX ‐ V

Questionnaire sheet for students (ref‐A12‐2004)

Questionnaires on Your School Life
year old, your grade:
, your sex: male or female.
1 Please tell me, your age:
2 How many brothers and sisters do you have?
I have (
)brothers, and (
)sisters.
3 How old were you, when you went to school for the first time? I was (
)years old.
4 After returning from school, what do you do every day?
5 Do you help your family at home?
(1) Yes
(2) No
6 What kind of household work do you do at home?
7 What subjects do you study at school?
8 What subjects do you like?
9 What subjects do you not like?
10 What subjects, do you think, are very helpful to your family life?
11 What subjects, do you think, are very helpful in your future life?
12 Do you enjoy your school life?
(1) I enjoy very much (2) I rather enjoy (3) I little enjoy (4) I do not enjoy
13 Please tell me the reason why you enjoy, or do not enjoy your school life?
14 To what grade of school do you want to advance in the future?
(1) To Primary school (2) To Secondary school (3) To College (4) To University (5)
Others
15 Do you want to have a job after completing your education?
(1) Yes
(2) No
16 What kind of job do you want to have in the future?
17 Have you studied in TV Broadcast Class before?
(1) Yes
(2) No
18 Do you like TV Broadcast Class?
(1) Yes
(2) No
19 In which class do you study better, TV Broadcast Class, or Ordinary Non‐TV Class?
(1) TV Broadcast Class
(2) Ordinary Non‐TV Class
20 Please tell the reason why.:
21 Do you think TV Broadcast Class has helped you understand the subjects?
(1) Yes (2)
No
22 Why TV Broadcast Class is helpful for you to understand the subjects?
23 Do you think TV Broadcast Class has helped you improve your Exam Mark? (1) Yes (2)
No
24 Would you like to study in TV Broadcast Class in the future grade?
(1) Yes (2)
No
25 What subjects do you want to study in TV Broadcast Class in the future? Please tell me.
26 What subjects do you not want to study in TV Broadcast Class in the future? Please tell me
Thank you so much from Chieko SETA, Ochanomizu University
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ANNEX ‐ VI

Questionnaire sheet for teachers (ref‐A11‐2004)
Questionnaires on Your TV Broadcast class

School Name (
(
Male
・
Female
teach?(

)

Name

)
Subject(

)

How long do you

)

Q1 ‐1 How much rate is the TV Broadcast covered of your lessons per period?

％
0
20
None
Q1‐2 Why?

40

50

60

80

100
every time

Q 2 ‐1 In Which class do you like better, TV Broadcast class or ordinary Non TV class?
Q2‐2 Why?
Q 3 ‐1 Is the TV Broadcast useful for your lessons?
Q3‐2 Why?
Q4

What do you learn yourself from the TV Broadcast?
(Teaching method, Knowledge of content, etc)

Q 5 ‐1 Do you think your students like TV Broadcast class?
Q5‐2 Why?
Q 6 ‐1 What is the good point of the TV Broadcast for your class?
Q 6 ‐2 What is the bad point of the TV Broadcast for your class?
Q 7‐1 Do you have any information about the TV Broadcast before receiving the TV
Broadcast?
Q 7 ‐2 What?
Q 8‐1 Is there anyone who discusses or teaches or informs you about TV Broadcast class?
Q 8 ‐2 Who and What?
Q 9 What do you learn by attending the Workshop of the TV Broadcast?
Q 10‐1 What kind of preparations do you usually do before TV Broadcast class?
Q 10‐2 What kind of preparations do you usually do before ordinary Non TV class?
Q 10‐3 While TV Broadcast class(on air), what do you do anything to help your students?
Q 10‐4 After TV Broadcast class, what do you do anything to help your students?
Q11 Do you have any comments for the TV technology staff or the TV teachers or
government?
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ANNEX ‐ VII

Questionnaire sheet for school principals (Survey No. 16)

Questionnaries for the Project of TV Classroom Lessons
Area ( Buka , Goroka, Wewak, Central)
School Name (
)
Your name: (
), Your Title: (
)
Please describe the situation of your school after the two years experience of the TV classroom
lessons.
Q1: How much did you pay for the cost of the below items during these two years
(Approximately) ?
1. Equipment & Material purchasing cost
Antenna (
K) , Engine Generator (
K), Connector (
K)
Cable(
K), Others (item name:
, cost:
K)
2. Reinforcement cost of the security of classroom
Door (
K), Window (
K), Key /Lock (
K)
Others (item name:
, cost:
K)
3. Running Cost
Fuel fee of the generator (
K/month)
Others (item name:
, cost:
K)
4. Maintenance cost of the TV equipment
Repairment fee of TV set (
K)
Others (item name:
, cost:
K)
5. Other Cost
Item Name:
K
Q2: From education view point, what is the most outstanding benefit of the TV classroom
lessons ?
For Students : Score , Studying Attitude, Communication with Teachers，
Others（
）
For Teachers : Teaching Skill Improvement, Knowledge, Attitude,
Others (
)
For Others : (
)
Q3: What subject is most suitable for TV Classroom Lessons ?
Grade7 (Science, Social Science)
Grade11 (Mathematics, Geography)
Q4: From the next year, what subject and what grade do you want to receive TV lessons ?
Grade
, Subject
Q5: If you want to achieve the equivalent level of improvement in your school, do you think
how many skillful teachers you need to hire additionally instead of using TV classroom
lessons ?
(
teachers)
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Q6: If you compare the method of TV classroom lessons with the other method for the
improvement of education, such as hiring new skillful teachers, delivering more textbooks,
radio broadcasting etc, which is most suitable for your school and why ?
Method :
Reason :

Q5: Please describe the points to be improved of the current TV classroom lessons ?

Thank you so much !!
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ANNEX ‐ VIII

Questionnaire sheet for stakeholders at the final workshop

Questionnaire about the Project,
ʺDistance Education by Utilizing Live Recording of Classroomʺ
nationality
□PNG □Japan
institution _____________________
family name___________________

□Australia □other______________
position___________________________
given name________________________

Part 1 questions about the project
Q1 What points do you think are good in this project? Please circle all that apply.
(1) method of TV broadcasting
management
(4) project participants

(2) good/effective class lesson
(5) effects

(3)

project

(6) monitoring

(7) other :________________________________________________________________
Q2 What points do you think should be improved in this project ? Please circle all that apply.
(1) TV lesson quality
(1.1) contents level is too high
(1.3) accuracy of contents
(2) TV lesson arrangement
(2.1) pace of lesson (=rather fast)
(2.3) Character is too small

(1.2) model student is not average
(1.4) need more research of contents

(2.2) noisy in the model classroom
(2.4) Yearly program is necessary

(3) other :________________________________________________________________________
Q3 The followings are major effects investigated in this project. Please choose and circle
ALL that you think are significant.
‐ Improvements of students ‐
(1) Knowledge
(2) Studying attitudes
(3) Communication to teachers
confidence
‐ Improvements of teachers‐
(5) Knowledge
(6) Teaching skills (7) Attitudes to students
(8) communication with other teachers

(4)

(9) confidence

‐ creation of PNG original teaching materials ‐
(10) Lesson video
(11) Text slides
‐ Establishment of contents creation ‐
(12) high recording technique

(13) high editing skill

‐ creation of TV‐centric community ‐
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(14) Resource of Electric power fee
(15) Candidate of effective message‐channel from center to rural area
(16)
other:_______________________________________________________________________________
Q4 What do you think about this project in the future?
(1) It shoud be expanded.
(2) It shoud be continued. (3) It shoud be stopped.
If you chose (1) or (2), what is important for development?
(1) Model teacher training (2) curriculum design

(3) cost saving

(4) communication between remote school teachers and curriculum officers including
model teachers
(5) invite specialists as a guest speaker to the
model lessons
(6)
other:
_______________________________________________________________
Part 2 questions about educational and social issues in PNG
Q5 What method is suitable for further improvement of PNG education? Please circle all that
apply.
(1) TV‐class lesson (2) teacher training by conventional way
(3)
radio
broadcasting
(4) distance education using printed materials
(5)
other :__________________________________________________________________________

Q6 What do you think is the issue that should be improved in PNG education? Please circle
all that apply.
(1) enrollment rate (2) drop‐out rate (3) shortage of teachers
(4) payment for teachers
(5) shortage of educational materials
(6) literacy rate
(7) gender equality
(8) PNG original educational material
(9) other :___________________________________________________________________
Q7 What do you think is the important factor/field of education in PNG? Please check all
that apply.
(1) learning about the latest information/technology
(2) respect for traditional
culture
(3) developing the sociality of children
(4) general communication skill
(5) understanding other cultures within PNG

(6)

literacy

education

(7) vocational education

(9) cost saving

(10) easy

(8) media literacy

access
(11)

other:_______________________________________________________________

Part 3 free descriptions
Q8 Please describe anything you wish to write about this project or education in PNG.
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ANNEX ‐ IX Note: Depreciation cost
Depreciation
The concept of depreciation is simple. For example, a company purchases a truck for business.
The truck loses value the minute it is driven out. The truck is considered an operational asset in
running the business. Each year that the company owns the truck, it loses some value, until the
truck finally stops running and has no value to the business. Measuring the loss in value of an
asset is known as depreciation.
Depreciation is considered an expense and is listed in an income statement under expenses. In
addition to vehicles that may be used in the business, the company can depreciate office
furniture, office equipment, any buildings the company owns, and machinery to be used to
manufacture products.
Land is not considered an expense, nor can it be depreciated. Land does not wear out like
vehicles or equipment.
To find the annual depreciation cost for your assets, the initial cost of the assets is needed.
Also it is needed to determine how many years the company thinks the assets will retain some
value for the business. In the case of the truck, it may only have a useful life of ten years before
it wears out and loses all value.

Example: Straight‐line depreciation
Straight‐line depreciation is considered to be the most common method of depreciating assets.
To compute the amount of annual depreciation expense using the straight‐line method requires
two numbers: the initial cost of the asset and its estimated useful life. For example, the company
purchases a truck for $20,000 and expect it to have use in the business for ten years. Using the
straight‐line method for determining depreciation, the company would divide the initial cost
of the truck by its useful life.
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ANNEX ‐ X

Risk management chart for Japanese staffs in PNG
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ANNEX ‐ XI

Vehicle use management chart for Japanese staffs in PNG
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ANNEX ‐ XII

WIFY

WIFY is questionnaire system based on a question,
“What is most Important For You?” established by Msaki Moriyama, M.D. ,Department of
Public Health, Fukuoka University School of Medicine, Fukuoka City, JAPAN in 2000.
(http://www.med.fukuoka‐u.ac.jp/p_health/basic/mr‐WifyHome/Wifydefault.htm)
This question had been developed for knowing children’s thinking in the raw.
Questionnaire is usually designed based on examiner’s knowledge and model of
respondents. Sometimes it is very difficult to get information what children really think /
distress. WIFY is a special and effective questionnaire which minimizes the effects of
examiner’s hypothesis.
WIFY is sometimes deformed as follows for being easy to answer.
Q1. “Imagine your daily life beginning in the morning, continuing through in the
afternoon, and in the evening.”
“Then, name five of importance ‐‐‐‐‐‐ .”
Q2. “Imagine your home, your neighbors, your school, your workplace, and your
community.”
“Then, name five of importance ‐‐‐‐‐‐ .”
Q3. “Imagine your region, your country as a whole, your continent, and your planet
earth.”
“Then, name five of importance ‐‐‐‐‐‐ .”
The followings are examples of answers for WIFY performed in Japan.
family, life, friends, game‐Superfamicon‐Nintendo64, home
food, nature, garbage collection, home, river
playing with snow ball, pencil
sleep, friends, food, telephone, money
parents, friends, communication, study, money
king/queen, government,
communication, population,
our schools, games, my mother, teachers, textbooks, our campus
bridge in our village, our school, my mother, our teachers, our village
our homeland, our earth, water,
WIFY is effective in knowing a person himself/herself, their peers, and cultures.
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Stakeholders in Sony and their messages
Shimomura, Hiroshi
He was concerned in this project from the phase of
planning and making the proposal. He was also in
charge of the contract with JICA and
implementation of this partnership project as the
project manager on Sony side. During whole
project term, he supported smooth implementation
of this pilot project as project advisor.
ʺAt that time, the distance education for formal
education by using the TV programs was relatively new
method. And it was the first attempt for Sony to
participate in this kind of partnership project, so we had
some bewilderment. Actually an accident was occurred
when some Japanese university professors had a local
business trip in PNG. But now, I feel that all the
experiences including that trouble turned to be precious
experiences for me. It’s amazing that any trouble did not
weigh on my mind after I saw the hard‐working teachers
and children staring into the TV lessons. Iʹd like to
continuously support the distance education of PNG in
some way, and also I also wish the ʺEducation for ALLʺ
will be achieved in PNG in the future.

Shibasaki, Yoshitaka
He participated actively as the co‐chairman of
this project.
“When I met the PNG ambassador of the time in
Japan, I determined to go at this distance education
pilot project in Papua New Guinea. At that time,
the NEMC was provided by Japanese grant aid for the
purpose of only broadcast of radio programs.
However, the ambassador earnestly said to us that he
wished to introduce distance education by using the
television by all means for this national development.
So that’s why we determined to realize the distance
education in PNG, and applied for JICA partnership
project. This project was realized since there was the
strong request from Papua New Guinea. I expect
continuous development of this project.”
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Togawa, Akiko
She took charge of contract with JICA, and
accountant in administrative works.
“There was quite difficult to collect receipts in PNG
where itʹs difficult to get a formal receipt like Japan. But
with the cooperation of the local coordinator, we finished
the adjustment of the account finally.
Checks about expenses were very keen on the items which
were not in the contract, so I found the first estimation
should be made in details.
It was first participation in the JICA partnership project
for Sony, so we could not assume all kind of expenses to
be occurred at the stage of the planning. I could gain new
experience through this project.”

Matsuura, Yoshimasa
He offered trainings for model teachers on
creating the Power Point slides, and for
engineers on video‐shooting skills.
“I have trained in more than 60 countries. My
basic policy about education through my
experiences is, “Education is learning together”.
In other words, education is both teacher and
student learn together beyond the conventional
attitude that teacher teach and student learn.
Itʹs important that the teacher contact the student
with modest and empathetic attitude.”

Masao, Masao
He instructed the basic knowledge and
maintenance of video equipment.
“Most of participants including the EM‐TV
engineering staff had not had an opportunity to
receive the equipment‐maintenance training, so the
training was worthwhile job for me. I think
expansion of education in PNG is expected as the
purpose of this project is so.”
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Nakamura, Kenji
He instructed the basic knowledge of video equipment
and maintenance of video recorder and CCD camera.
“Most of the trainees specialized in program production
and video‐shooting, and they were not familiar with
equipment maintenance. So I re‐arranged the training
menu to meet their interests and knowledge level after the
comprehension test. I instructed the basic knowledge of
the DVCAM format and other video format as well as
equipment maintenance such as part replacement and
circuit check. I inserted the comprehension test five times
during the training, and the tests worked effectively as the
review material. I think the we could gain enough
training effects, which was obvious by the first readiness
check (average score was 22) and the final readiness check
(average score was 92).”
Harikae, Kazuhiko
He designed the total Audio/video system from
recording, editing to receiving.
“I was in charge of initial preparation of Sony hardware. I
learned a lot through the two and half years of JICA
partnership project and I’m thankful that I could complete
the task with kind cooperation from many relevant
parties.”

Hayashi, Keiko
She attended the Thailand study tour for model
teachers and NEMC engineers. She also assisted
in editing this report.
“The study tour was very fruitful. Thailand is one of
the experts in distance learning system, and the PNG
teacher and engineers could share and discuss many
problems with the Thailand teachers and engineers
who had overcome same kind of problems and have
special techniques for distance education. I’m
pleased that Sony could contribute to education of
PNG even during the short terms. I wish further
enhancement of education in PNG.
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Nakamura, Hiroshi
He attended the facilitator training and also
the Thailand study tour for project manager,
DOE officer, and education head.
“It was my first time to participate in JICA
partnership project, and it was very fruitful
experience. I was exhilarated by every experience.
In this project, we approached improvement and
upskilling on many respects, and confirmed
necessity of collaboration, significance of
community support, and so on. Also we studied
how to cope with these situations.
I hope all PNG people concerning this project to
get forward with ambitious spirit. I’m looking
forward to seeing development ten years later.

Aida, Tomomi
She helped the accountant by arranging the
accountant data. She also assisted the shipping
arrangement of repaired Sony equipment and
maintenance parts.
“It was good opportunity for me to participate in this
project. I wish further enhancement of education in
PNG.

Suzuki, Suma
She did the data input of some questionnaire
answers and the analysis of the data with the
author.
“I could recognize the students’ large expectation to
education and pure enjoyment of leaning through the
questionnaire answers. It was a good opportunity
for me to look back on the basis of education.”
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Kamada, Mikio, Ph.D.
The author of this report.
He is also in charge of
questionnaire survey for school
principals,
evaluation of the project by
questionnaire survey in the final
workshop，
compiling and analysis of
evaluated data obtained in this
project, and
cost‐effectiveness analysis.
This project had created significant outcomes. It was really absorbing for me to be closely linked to
this project. My mission was to enrich this project by data analysis, in concrete terms, to compile
all the data, evaluate this project by questionnaire survey in the final workshop, analyze
cost‐effectiveness, and also to describe the whole of the project in this report. The last part resulted
restructure of logical relationships underlying in this project.
It was not so easy for me to complete these works, however, I had been encouraged by the
stakeholders in PNG. Especially, sincere attitudes of students and teachers observed in schools
stimulated me very much. It felt strongly that our efforts would be effectively utilized by them. I
always imagined class situations in PNG during my work. The imaginations assisted me very
much to make clear the models which I wanted to create and the data characteristics.
Through my work, I have also learned a lot of things. International cooperation is sometimes
described as a flow from advanced countries to developing countries. However, I feel this project is
perceived as dual‐directional communication through collaboration. This communication made me
clear several fundamental problems with some valuable hints in so‐called advanced countries. This
distance education style, which effectiveness had been proved during this project, should have
essential merits. It might provide good hints in considering new distance education or
communication systems not only in developing countries.
I appreciate all the stakeholders, however, I should mention minimum three persons here among
them. Mr. Peter M. Baki, secretary of education, stimulated me very much by his excellent
questions. The most important question was about the origin of high suicide rates in Japan. I
immediately understood his bright point of view which underlay behind his questions. I gathered
and analyzed data to answer him. The process was very valuable for me. Through discussion
with him, I had created in my mind a view point worldwide with long time range.
Ms. Hatsie Mirou, Senior Radio Producer of NEMC, attended our survey tour in Buka island in
NSP. I had learned the details of this project and enjoyed talking with her. We discussed the
behavior of ants on a tree in a remote school in Buka island to find many students girdled around us.
Ants are famous for their co‐working style, however, they looked battling during a transfer process of
quarry. I was sure that such natural resources would be a good studying material of opportunity.
Her explanation was simple, ʺbecause they are PNG antsʺ.
I appreciate Mr. Saito, president of JICA office in PNG. The cost‐effectiveness analysis had never
been performed without discussion with him and his encouragements.
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